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Section
One: CASE and Program

Evaluation

In response to the public's call for quality
and excellence in eoucation, special educators have come to realize that the previous
emphasis on compliance monitoring is necessary but not a sufficient condition in
program improvement efforts designed to achieve excellence. CASE has identified
evaluation models and practices as a high priority for local special education ad-
ministrators from the results of our research, conferences, and discussions with local
leaders. The papers on program evaluation, teacher, and related staff evaluation
have been distributed through the CASE Information and Dissemination servke
program. A third document highlighting evaluation practices currently being im-
plemented around the United States was published jointly by CASE and the Office
of Special Education Programs in the Department of Education.

As part of its continuing commitment to provide information on the most
recent developraents in quality program evaluation, the CASE Executive Committee
charged its Research and Special Projects Committee to continue in this focal area
of interest with a document that compares contemporary program evaluation ap-
proaches. Contrasting approaches have been a primary issue of discussion at con-
ferences held by CASE over the past two years on the subject of program evaluation.

Description of Approaches
One approach is based upon traditional scientific inquiry and emphasizes

quantitative methods. Horvath defines quantitative program evaluation as a planned
attempt to measure the extent to which certain expectations about the program
are being met. The second approach is based on a naturalistic paradigm and em-
phasizes qualitative methods. Beatty defines qualitative program evaluation as an
emergent process designed to discover the relevant values and expectations held
by constitutiences who are served by the program. These two approaches can be
reviewed along a number of continua. One continuum is that the quantitative or
scientific inquiry approach requires a consensus on specific evaluation objectives
prior to the conduct of the evaluation itself, while the naturalistic approach uses
qualitative methods to discover the values or outcomes held by multiple stakeholders
(persons with a stake in the special education program, including the full evalua-
tion committee) in the educational setting. On another continuum, the methods
and data collection instruments used in a quantttative approach are specified and
linked to the specific outcomes during the evaluation activity. The methods used
in a qualitative approach evolve throughout the process of evaluation Both ap-
proaches, however, ate credible, useful, feasible, and proper means to conduct quali-
ty program evaluation. Given these distinctions, the choice of approach need not
he "either/or; but dependent on the leader's perception of the purpose, values, and
complexity of the program(s) to be evaluated within the local context. We collected
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2

two top special educators'views of these two processes to illustrate their respective
advantages.

Product Overview
The two authors selected are klentified with these respective approaches. They

are Lester J. Horvath representing quantitative and Edith E. Beatty representing
qualitative. They were asked to draft their papers based upon five organizing
questions:

1. What in your view is the current context of special education and
the need to consider program evaluation?

2. What assumptions do you make about special education?

3. How do your assumptions affect the conduct of program evaluation?

4. What purpose do you hope to achieve in conducting an evaluaton?

5. How do you recommend a program evaiueon be designed and
carried out?

These two papers are placed in Sections II and ill of this document.
When the papers were completed, they were sent out for CASE Research

Committee and outside consultant reviews. The drafters, consultants, and Research
Committee members read and discused the papers on September 19, 1984, to
determine similarities and differences in approaches and potential uses of these
methodologies in local school program quality evaluation efforts. Two consultants
were invited to critique the papers: Ken Olsen of the Mid-South Regional Resource
Center in Lexington, Kentucky, and Constance Berquist of Evaluation Systems
Design, Incorporated, Tallahasee, Florida. Ken Olsen was also asked to lead the
discussion of the comparative strengths and weaknesses of each approach. His com-
ments were of such quality, the Committee asked him to capture his suggestions
along with suggestions of our Committee. These comments are placed in Section
3 of this report.

The Committee also developed a set of administrative implications that it
hoped would assist colleagues in determining what approaches best fit the local
context. These statements comprise the fourth and final section of this publication.

We hope this document in the series, will give you a more com-
plete picture of evaluation. This up-close look should help those crafting their own
designs and implementation of school improvement efforts.

.1 0

L.C. BurrvIlo Research Committee Chair



Section
Two: A Quantitative Pro-

gram Evaluation
Approach to
Evaluating Quality
Special Education
Programs
by Lester J. Horvath
Associates in Professional
Technologies, Inc.
West Hartford, Connecticut

The first paper is written on the quantitative
Approach. This scientific inquiry approach requires a consensus on specific evalua-
tion outcomes. The goals for all students should be considered as the starting point.
The methods and data collection instruments used in a quantitative approach are
specified and linked to the specific outcomes during the evaluation activity. In sup-
port of this approach, some special education administrators said:

Our district wants data on our program operation. They believe col-
lected facts and figures are the best measure of a program's success.

We selected a quantitative model because it was simpler to administer
and could be used right away.

This method required less time and was not as expensive as other
models.

Questions were developed from the state of Massachusetts twelv
goals for education and were adapted to our unique situation. The
wording was altered to make the reading easier for respondents and
an observation checklist was made for moderately handicapped
students who could not comp/ete a survey.

The quantitative method of evaluation was efficient and low in
burden.

Introduction
From an administrative viewpoint, good program evaluation must provide

practical information which can lead to program improvement and inform the ad-
ministrator and other decision-makers about the program's progress. In order to
do this, the program's processes (procedures and implementation) as well as the
program's outcomes (products) must be studied within the context and realities of
the specific situation. In special education this means a study of the quality of pro-
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cones such as instruction. student assessment. IEP development, and outcomes
such as student learning in basic skills, appromiate student behaviors, and pauntld
satisfaction with the program Whin the context of local expectations about the
program.

The Purpose of This Article
This paper advocates a specific approach to special edcation progam evalua-

tion for special education administrators, and specific strategies for employing the
recommended approach. The arsnach is essentially quantitaeve, combining several
of the most freqently employed design elements as they apply to special educa-
tion. A major feature of the approach is that various qualitative methodologies can
be added to complement the basic model. These alternatkv methodologies are
described in the companion article within this issues paper.

The specific approach advocated in this paper relies on planning the evalua-
tion activities early in the special education program evaluation process, based on
the consensus of a committee of program stakeholders. The special education ad-
ministrator includes parents, professionals, and representatives of all concerned
groups in the formation of the stakeholder committee. This committee provides
directions for and contsol of the evaluation throughout the process The stakeholder
committee provides structure through the identification of evaluation questions which
define the scope of items on evaluation instruments. The instruments yield quan-
titative data, such as descriptive statistics for interpretation and the development
of a management plan.

Context of the Problem
The Challenge For Administrators
Administrators of special education programs are remonsible for the manage-

ment and improvement of a very important component of school district activities.
This importance comes from the size of the program, its complexity, and the ex-
pectations of the people with a stake in the program.

The size of special education is considerable. In the United States alone, special
education serves 4.4 million students at an annual cost of well over ten billion dollars.
A special education administrator in a medium size local education agency (LEA)
has approximately a one million dollar budget; the scope of large cities and in-
termediate units is of course, considerably higher. With respect to small LEA% Vedal
education often requires disproportionate administrative attention.

Perhaps no other education program matches special education for complexity
of administration. Approximately 50 pages of federal regulations, pertinent state
mandates, and a body of expanding case law constitute the legal backdrop. Com-
pounding this procedural complexity is the necessity to provide for an extremely
diverse population of students. There is an abundance of state and federal reports
to be submitted regarding the program. Professional practices change rapidly, and
individual student progress Is somewhat difficult to measure. Most special educa-
tion students spend a substantial proportion of their day in regular education pro-
grams, necessitating coordination.

12



The expectations of parents, students, staff, the community, and the funding
agents are varied, but there is a common theme. A summary of that theme is that
special education students must

1. Be provided an education in accordance with the various mandates.

2. Be provided e-lucational experiences in accordance with sound pro-
fessional practices (i.e., "good services").

3. Benefit from their educational experience in areas such as the basic
skills, vocational skills, and social skills (citizenship, physical well-being,
and other student outcomes are often included as expectations).

The challenge for administrators, then, is to squarely address the expecta-
tions of the various stakeholders through program evaluation, and make construc-
tive use of the evaluation results.

Reasons for Program Evaluation
From the perspective of the special education administrator, the expectation:.

of various sthkeholders (Including the administrator) give rise to four reasons for
program evaluation:

1. Procjam Improvement. The evaluation is used as a management tool
for improving specific components of the LEA special education
program.

2. Policy Analyst, Me evaluation provides information to policy makers
regarding programmatic issues that require resolution at a policy level.

3, Accountability. The evaluation serves as an accountability 1eport to
an administrative, regulatory, oversight, or funding authority.

4. Public Relations. The evaluation is used to provide information which
is useful in a public relations or public information effort.

In practice, special education administrators often conduct program evalua-
tion for a combination of the four above reasons. Frequently there are primary and
secondary reasons for evaluation. In some cases, additional use is made of evalua-
tion emits post hoc. For example, the principal reason for conducting evaluation
might be the use of the report as a management tool to identify specific program
components (e.g., elementary LD resource rooms) that need attention with respect
to specific program expectations (e.g., mathematics achievement). At a later date,
the administrator might make use of the same data for policy analysis. The design
could compare outcomes across resource rooms that employ different approaches
to coordination with the regular education curriculum.

If the evaluation were comprehensive, it could be used for an accountability
reporter to the board of education in response to a request for information about
the program's effectiveness. Finally, the adminisirator could include the report as
part of the ongoing public relations effort for the program by disseminating the find-
ings to various media. If the findings are positive, they would generate overall sup-
port for the program. Negative findings can be used to support requests for addi-
tional funding and/or politically difficult programmatic changes.

13
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The following describes each of the four reasons for special education pro-
gram evaluation with more specificity.

Program Improvement. The use of program evaluation by ad-
ministrators to systematically identify program areas that need administrative at-
tention is an important aspect of administration itself. Administrators continously
do ths ht d of evaluation informally and without benefit of systeinatic methodology
and "rigor".

Spedal education is an ongoing program of considerable magnitude, in need
of systematic administrative attenfion. Recent evt luation literature has largely ig-
nored the managerial perspective. This may be because, in the past, the bulk of
evaluafiun was conducted on grant programs that could be terminated or con-
tinued on the basis of the evaluation results. The reason for program evaluation
in the competitive context of grant programs was a continuation or elimination
of the program. Program improvement was a secondary issue at best.

For special education the termination of the program or even the termina-
tion of subcomponents is a moot issue because the program and contiuum of
services is mandated. Thus, program improvement, change, and restructuring are
the focus of the admiristrator's decision making.

It should be noted that this has important implications when planning a unit
of analysis (sometimes called reporting unit) in the evaluation. From the ad-
ministrative perspective it is important to ask for one's information in useable
"chunks". The specific example here would be to structure the evaluation unit of
analysis so that it corresponds with administrative planning units such as the LD
elementary resource rooms. A poorly planned evaluation might report on too
small a unit of analysis for the administrator (e.g., individual students) or too large
a unit (e.g., combining the elementary and the high school levels).

Policy Analysis. In the past, most policy analysis was done at the federal
and state level through grants and contracts to private evaluation firms, univer-
sities, and other research groups. As part of the decentralization of educational
policy-making, policy analysis is increasingly being conducted at the local school
district level. California's program evaluation system is the leading example of this
trend within the field of special education. The arguments for allocating resources
for policy analysis at the LEA level center around: 1) a better understanding of
the contextual issues by LEA professionals; 2) improved technical expertise in
many LEAs; and 3) an increased likelihood of use of the findings by other LEAs.
Policy analysis evaluation has many similarities to applied research. As program
evaluation is the child of research, this is the apple that fell the shortest distance
from the tree. Specifically, policy analysis is often asked to "investioate" a propos-
ed treatment, compare the treatment against a control, or compare several
treatments.

Some policy analysis problems center around lack of clarification of the ques-
tion, rather than a need to compare proposed solutions. In such situations, the
most valuable section of the policy analysis report is the section that identifies
questions for further study. Qualitative methodologies are especially suitable for
the identification of issues that lead to development of new hypotheses, due to
the .rich description of the program and the insightful interpretations provided.

Accountability. This reason for program evaluation in special education
stems from the need to provide comprehensive and impartial reports about the

14



program to the major formalized groups of stakeholders. These groups are school
boards, local parent groups, the school superintendent, the administrative coun-
cil (in some large districts), and the state department of education. (From the SEA
perspective, these groups would include the state board of education, the state
legislature and the U.S. Department of Education.) When an administrator is ask-
ed to r ;)ort on program quality and effectiveness as an accountability me, hanism
from one or more of these groups, the response should be related to tt ,. xpecta-
tions of the group, as discussed above. In the p3st, administrators I daitned
that evaluation data on student progress is not possible, This response has beim
considered inadequate by many school boards and parent groups.

When accountability is a significant purpose for conducttlg program evalua-
tion, a self-evaluation approach directed by the special education administrator
stands the likely risk of criticism on the grounds of lack of impartiality. Although
this criticism can be countered to some degree if the evaluation uses materials
and procedures developed from the outside (i.e., from the SEA or a private yen-
dor), the administrator should be prepared for such criticism. Impartiality and
avoidance of subjectivity are critical elements when conducting evaluation for the
purpcse of accountability.

Public Relations. Special education administrators are very familiar with
the need for public relations because such efforts have historically been necessary
for program survival. Even today, after many years with mandates in place, some
districts must defend their programs or face severe cuts that would force non-
compliance with the mandates. Evaluation findings can complement the ad-
ministrator's ongoing public relations efforts.

The professional ethics of the special education administrator and the
evaluator(s) are tested when evaluation results are used for public relations pur-
poses. It is not enough to be passive with respect to the issue of ethics and evalua-
tion; tha administrator should periodically remind all persons involved with the
evaluation that an honest, ethical process is to be followed from conception to
dissemination.

If the evaluation is to be a self-evaluation by the LEA, the credibility issues
noted above apply here and interact with the ethical issues. A self-evaluation us-
ed for public relations purposes amidst a climate of distrust could "backfire", even
if the evaluation and reporting were completely honest and even handed.

It has been said that all evaluation has a political public relations effect, even
when such effect is not aspired to (Cronbach, 1983). A practical guide for the
administrator in preventing a public relations catastrophe is to keep the process
as open as possible, and involve representative stakeholders throughout the pro-
cess on an evaluation committee. It is no coincidence that these very stakeholders
are also the core of political support for special education programs. Since the
administrator cannot avoid the complicated areas of public relations and politics,
it is suggested that a proactive, participatory approach be employed in this aspect
of program administration.

Contextual Issues in Special Education
Evaluators from almost all schools of thought agree that the context (the set-

ting of the program in the broadest sense) is a critical factor in the design and ex-
ecution of good program evaluation. Special education poses some paradoxical

15
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twists for the uninitiated program evaluator who is not familiar with this particular
program. In some ways special education is very much Ilke all of education, but
in certain ways the program almost defies understanding from a program evalua-
tion point of view.

Similarities to Regular Education. Special education Is like all of
education when it comes to the basic outcome expectations of the stakeholders.
As mentioned above, persons with an Interest in the program expect students
to profit in basic skills and the other areas commonly listed as goals for all educa-
tion. With respect to process evaluation, an equivalent theme can also be
developed for special education sound professional practices should be employed
in the delivery of services.

When developing a quantitative evaluation system, the goals for all students
should be considered as the starting point. There is no need to spend dozens
of professional days coming to the same conclusions that the local school board
has formulated over the years. It is most revealing to note the similarities between
special education and regular education when going through this process. This
writer has sat through many committee meetings charged with developing "in-
dicators of quality" (a preordinate evaluation step equivalent to goal setting in
goal-based evaluation) only to have the belated discovery that the committee had
essentially restated the same goals as the local board of education. Thus, It is
recommended that the evaluation committee begin with the regular education
goals. Each of these should be reviewed to determine their relevance, with the
premise that special education students are entitled to regular education programs
and services in accordance with their unique needs. Not only is this more effi-
cient, it emphasizes the philosophical point that special education is not a separate
entity from regular education. Special education usually has some additional pro-
gram goals and objectives, the bulk of which are process oriented.

Contrasts with Regular Education. Some contextual issues are very
different from regular education. Special education has many activities that are
quasi-evaluation in nature or whose terminology is confusing to the evaluator.
For example, the individualized education program process has an annual review
for each student; this is program evaluation with the student as the unit of analysis.
There is, of course, student assessment and evaluation, and comprehensive stu-
dent evaluation every three years as required by section 300a.534 of the federal
regulations. Some states employ a program evaluation mechanism for those pro-
gram components funded by Part B flow-through funds. Almost all grants award-
ed through the twenty percent Part B state share funds require a special evalua-
tion. Public Law 89-313 programs have an evaluation requirement. Most school
districts employ some form of teacher evaluation which covers special education
staff. Finally, there is the process of compliance monitoring.

Compliance monitoring by the state education agency is a form of program
evaluation that is limited to a portion of the process issues that can and should
be addressed. Basic compliance monitoring addresses the implementation of man-
dated processes, but it does not address the quality of such implementation. For
example, compliance monitoring checks to see that each student's IEP contains
objectives. It does not check the degree to which the objectives, taken as a whole,
define a good program for the student for the coming year.

Testing of students in special education is an important contextual issue.



Program evaluators who do not understand the purposes for and the hmitations
of student assessment in special education often attempt quantitative evaluation
using studelt testing as the dependent variable. fills has not proved fruitful for
several reasons. The variance within the special education population is so great
that It masks accurate measurement. The tests themselves are often not validated
for application to this heterogeneous group, as contrasted rc the assumptions made
for Chapter I program evaluation (e.g., using nurmal curve equivalence scores).

Special education student prevalence varies widely from LEA to LEA. In
some cases learning disabilities are identified at a two percent prevalence rate,
while some communities identify well over ten percent of their students as learn-
ing disabled. This variability in prevalence rates prohibits comparisons and tradi-
tional pre-post designs that require objective criteria for program success (e.g.,
nine months again in mathematics per year). The districts with a higher prevalence
rate would tend to show greater testing gains with their LD populations because
the population would, as a whole, have less severe problems.

Training
It was noted earlier that there is considerable turmoil in the program evalua-

tion literature regarding methodology. There are conflicting icieas regarding the fun-
damentals of research and evaluation design. Although it appears that the debate
will not be readily resolved, practicing program evaluators can and do benefit from
the exchange of ideas. St..3ngths and weaknesses of alternative designs can be con-
sidered in terms of actual apr'ications for special education program evaluation.
Of course, special education 3dministrators do not have the time to be fully im-
mersed in current design isst It ... Although !ministrators have shown considerable
recent interest in program evalua.d, it is grot reasonable to expect a full-time ad-
ministrator to have detailed knowledge of the evaluation profession. (Only the legal
prrfession is entitled to that much d an administrator's time.)

With the developing interest in program evaluation and the recent changes
in the field of evaluation, special education administrumrs will need some sort of
training. Even those special education administrators not planning to conduct the
studies themselves need to keep abreast of current concepts in research and evalua-
tion. Most special cducafion administration programs do not require a course devoted
to program evaluation. One can assume that an administrator who took the stan-
dard fare of related courses (e.g., research design, tests and measurements, statistics,
experimental psychology) before the mid-I970's was exposed to what was then the
state of the art traditional, quantitative experimental design. During the interven-
ing period, quantitative designs have improved and evolved, and qualitative designs
have emerged. The "state of the are' has changed.

As one should know the reason for evaluation before designing the evalua-
tion, one should know the reason for training before selecting inservice. In a
workshop of a few days or less, an administrator can learn the overall concepts
and become an intelligent consumer of evaluation services. It is not possible to learn
how to evaluate one's program after a few days of seminar. There have been
numerous attempts at turning administrators into evaluators with workshops over
the last ten years; the lack of administrators conducting evaluation is testimony to
the failure of that approach.

17
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Prepared materials and ongoing sup art seem to be the two key ingrudients
in support of successful training for selfevaluation of programs by administrators.
The SEA can provide considerable assistance in ths area.

Terminology
The special education administraor will notice thM program evaluation ter-

minology is misleading in some areas. Many terms are value laden. The terms quan-
titative and quahtative, for example, both describe methods that attempt to measure
quality. The distinction rationalisltic/naturalistic is often interchanged with quan-
titative/qualitahve. To appredate the subtle distinctions in terminology that are at
the center of this vigorous professional debate, the reader needs to consider the
philosophical assumpfions behind the various approaches.

Evaluation professionals have been vigorously contrasting and arguing the
merits of methodologies on philosophical and practical levels. There is a considerable
debate as to whether the two approaches can be combined in a given study, due
to their philosophkal contrasts. A review of literature for the last ten years shows
increasing interest in qualitative methodologies in research and evaluation.

There is a discrepancy between the professional literature and current prac-
tice in terms of methodology use. Miles and Huberman (1984) state that few working
researchers are not blending the two approaches. In practice, the vast majority of
program evaluation (across program specialties) is conducted using quantitative
designs combined with some qualitative methods. In general, practicing program
evaluators are not purist regarding the methodologies they employ; rather, they
tailor their methods as they approach each situation. This is done to capitalize on
the positive aspects of the various specific methodologies.

It has been suggested (Lynch, 1983) fog the terms quantitative and qualitative
describe types of data rather than methods of evaluation, and that methods fall
on a continuum with naturalistic inquiry at one end and experimental inquiry at
the other. This type of framework would allow for the definition of a type of evalua-
tion that is naturalistic (i.e., the evaluator has not manipulated the pro-
gram/treat farts) and quantitative (i.e., the :valuator collects numeric data rather
than verbal des: 'Irtions). Using these definitions, a great deal of present evalua-
tion is naturalisiti inquiry with quantitative data.

Until the field of evaluation agrees on a common terminology, it is suggested
that the special education administrator focus on the basics of the evaluation pro-
cess rather than the labels for approaches.

State of the Art
Extended Monitoring Systems. Many LEAs have experienced, either

as a self-evaluation or as an evaluation conducted by the SEA, an activity that
extends compliance monitoring beyond mandated issues and into additional areas.
These efforts are not comprehensive evaluation, but they have filled need dur-
ing a period of special education history when LEAs struggled with maVng the
new special education mandates work.

Such systems typically mix quantitative and qualitative methodologies. For
example, the Michigan SEA monitoring model (Michigan State Boe'd of Educa-
tion, 1981) includes items that inquire as to whether or not special education mar-
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dates have improved the education of handicapped children, A negative answer
from some proportion of respondents would not prove noncompliance. This is a
policy evaluation question, not a question on compliance determination, The
Michigan manual also includes questions related to process evaluation that go
beyond compliance determination. Many states have two compliance systems,
basic and extended. In New Jersey there is a basic monitoring system and a Level
II system, the latter being an extended monitoring system that formally recognizes
the distinction between basic compliance monitoring and their extended monitoring
systems.

A review of several of these extended monitoring systems reveals signifi-
cant problems. The focus of the evaluation tends to be compliance issues and
the quality of the compliance process. This is a different focus from an evaluation
that measures the quality of the educational pnxess. Extended compliance systems
generally do not address outcomes. Such systems also tend to be extremely labor
intensive. The system could also cause problems in the relationships between an
SEA and LEAs If the distinction between mandates and subJeLtIve issues becomes
blurred. It should be noted that only a few SEAs have the resources to assure
consistent, quality evaluations using an extended monitoring system.

Two Statewide Efforts. Approximately ten years ago California and
Massac;lusetts required that their LEAs conduct program evaluation. The early
efforts in these two states met with limited success, even though workshops were
held to assist LEAs. Despite the workhops, LEA adminstrators did not know how
to actually conduct evaluation. To compound the difficulties, compliance issues
were often contused with the purpose of program evaluation, and the evaluation
report was often viewed as an additional paperwork exercise associated with the
LEA Plan. When both SEAs provided a manual for program evaluation along
with ongoing support, useful program evaluation becomes a reality for a large
number of LEAs (Massachusetts Department of Education MDE, 1981; Califor-
nia State Department of Education, 1982). At this point in time, it can generally
be said that LEAs in these two states have conducted successful evaluation through
more than one cycle.

Assumptions Regarding
Special Education Program Evaluation

General Assumptions
The following comprise the writer's general assumptions about special educa-

tion program evaluation:

1. Special education program evaluation is possible.

2. Initial efforts at program evaluation should be modest in terms of work
and complexity.

3. It is better to do a modest program evaluation then to do no pro-
gram evaluation at all.

4. The focus of the evaluation will become the focus for the program
itself (this is called "goal Lropismi.
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5. A specific, evaluatkm design should depend on the reason for the
evaluation, the specific load context, and who will conduct the
evaluation

6. Evaluation should address both process mid outcome!,

7. Evaluation should be an honest and open process.

8, The people closest to the program are excellent bources of informn-
tion about the program's effectiveness.

AdmWqtrative Assumptions
tollov,' ssumptions focus on the administrative perspective:

I Progrr tation must not be confused with teacher or staff evalua-
tion, 0,,d this must be made clear at the beginning of the evaluation.

Most special education administrr 'ors do not have the time to manage
a program evaluation unless prepared materials/methods and con-
sultative support are provided.

3. The evaluation design and reporting format should not be so com-
plex or esoteric as to lose" the intended audience.

4. It is critical to involve the stakeholders from the beginning of the
evaluation, through a vehicle such as an evaluation task orce.

5. The evaluation should burden the staff and other respondents as lit-
tle as possible; wherever possible, existing data should be used.

6. The evaluation process should be a positive experience for the special
education department staff; no special education staff merther should
be left out of the process.

7. It is important to clv termine the involvement of regular educators in
the evaluation process; in most LEAs all principals and some regular
education teachers should be involved in any comprehensive
evaluation.

8. Ownership of the evaluation by parents and staff will assist greatly
in effecting improvements recommended in the report.

9. Follow-up of a program evaluation requires at least as much work
as development of the report.

The Recommended Approach
Description and Purpose
The approach recommended in this section stems from the contextual issues

and the assumptions described above. It has evolved from reviewing numerous
special education evaluation works over recent years from the perspective of
evaluator and evaluation materials developer.

Overview of Stages. The approach consists of eight stages, which
organize the process and allow for the incorporation of various theoretical models
at critical points in the process. The eight stages follow:

1. Defining the LEA Context
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2, Developing the Deaign and Instrumentation

3, Collecting the Evaluati,.n Information

4. Analyzing the Data

h. Interpreting the Data

6. Writing and Presenting the Evoluahun Itepott

7. Applying the Management Plan

8, Conducting Follow-up Evaluation

Theoretical Base. As stated earlier, practicing evaluators generally use
a blend of methods in any given application. This minces It especially difficult to
describe an applied model using theoretical labels such as "Discrepancy Evalua-
tion" or "Goal-Free Evaluation" Rather than beg the issue, however , a descrip-
tion of the methodological and theoretical bases follows.

Instead of structuring the evaluation around a specific evaluation
methodology, set of program goals, or Instrumentation, it is suggested that the
process of evaluation itself be the structure. This allows for the incorporation of
individual methods that best suit the needs of the individual LEA at eitch point.
A comparable structure, which can accommodate various method., was employed
by the Center for the Study of Evaluation in designing their Program Evaluation
Kit (Morris and Fitz-Gibbon, 1978). This concept of evaluation-based organiza-
tion is similar to Stufflebeam's (1983) Context Input Process Product (CIPP) model,
because it emphasizes the administrative perspective and focuses on the deci-
sions to be made. Gable (1982) described a special education program evalua-
tion process through a series of stages based partially on an adaptation of the

CIPP decisions.
The recommended approach should be categorized as in the quantitative

school because the evaluation design is planned in the early phases of the evalua-
tion, and the focus of information collection is numerical data from a variety of
instruments. Regarding the quantitative/qualitative definitions, it should be noted
that some of the instruments (e.g., interviews, case study review sheets) used in
a typical application of the recommended approach are often considered
qualitative. The main distinction in defining the character of the recommended
approach is its deliberateness with respect to direction. That is, the evaluation is
purposeful in terms of investigating the extent to which certain expectations about
the program are being met. It is recommended that these expectations and the
direction be set by a broad-based committee representing the various stakeholders
during the first phase, as part of defining the LEA evaluation context.

Specific Stages in the Evaluation
The following paragraphs describe the eight stages of the evaluation process.
Defining the LEA Context. This first phase of the evaluation involves

discussing the purpose of the evaluation, the resources, program structure, and
other aspects of context evaluation (Stufflebeam, 1983) in a broad-based com-
mittee format. Special education administrators are by necessity experienced in
sharing authority with consumers and staff through the team process. In this set-
ting the open process achieves what House (1980) termed "democratizing evalua-
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doe Using this typo of open process to establish evaluation goostions Allows the
best of two models, stakeholder and goal,based evaluation, as advocated within
the context of speciel education program evaluation by Ando 11984).

A working subcommittee needs to be assigned tor specific tasks during this
phase. After the subcommittee is assigned, it can begin to do the ground work
for the evaluation. Program objectives regarding both process and product (out-
comes) should be drafted In consideration of the programmatic context of the
LEA. Subcommittee members should interview a broad spectrum of stakeholders
in the formulation of these program objectives. It is suggested that the subcom-
mittee conduct these interviews using a combination of structured questions and
open ended questions. The structured questions should be derived from existing
LEA documents that state educational goals for regular education and for special
education, For example, the hoard of education may have passed a resolution
stating that all students age 16 and above should be provided an opportunity for
vocational skill training. The interview guide in this example would then pose the
question, "To what extent do you feel that availability of vocational skill program-
ming Is an Important program objective for special education in our schools?* Note
that this example is a process evale- "-e) bjective in that it addresses the delivery
of a program rather than a stuct ot me. If the board resolution had been
that students should acquire vocational skills, the objective would be considered
a product (outcome) objective. An Important discussion among subcor mittee
members as they develop an interview guide Is to determine whether or not an
Issue is process, product, or both. In this example, the subcommittee could decide
to expand the Issue to address product as well as process. The implementation
of this specific Issue is also a pchat to be determined. It should be stressed that
the subcommittee has the latitude to apply common sense and the implicit con-
cerns of the stakeholders in the development of the interview guide and in the
interpretation of the results. This should not be viewed as a lock step process,
beyond the control of the evaluators. A "pure" and traditional goal based evalua-
tion does not allow for flexibility at this point in the process. The recommended
approach in this article stresses the concerns of the stakeholders and is respon-
sive to the context of the program.

After the subcommittee summarizes the results of the interviews, the sum-
mary should be presented to the evaluation committee for revision and adop-
tion. A product of this stage of the process is a list of program process and pro-
gram product evaluation questions as described by Men (1979) and Gable (1982),
or as discussed in the Massachusetts system (MDE, 1981).

Developing the Design and Instrumentation. The next phase of
the evaluation consists of the actual design. Put simply, the first order of work
here consists of determining how each evaluation question should be answered.
The evaluator's judgment is called for when determining how many instruments
(sources of information) are sufficient to address each question. Specific steps
in this phase include the need to:

1. Determine proper evaluation approaches for each of the program
objectives, and reach committee consensus on the suitability of each
approach.
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a Develop the t peck Instrumentation, 0461unuitentbi, 0114.1 th4tRottill4
for each of the evaluation approaches.

Develop deslen triechan Cri, such the ena 1 Arinlytis, and thy ismnpl

ttg plan.

4. Not test the instrumentation And make necessAry teVist011ia

5. Proofread and print sufficient omelettes of the trittrumentation

Collecting the Evaluation informatkm. Ahhough stall and parents
may have been told ebout the evaluation in a general way when the process WAS
Initiated, It Is a good idea) to notify them at this point and explain that this I* a
program evaluation (not staff evaluation) and that their cooperation with surveys,
Interviews, etc, will be greatly appreciAted. Some LEA% do this notificMion through
an article in their regular newsletter to the community, while others send a special
mailing,

The recommended approach described h this article often Involves inter.
views and folder reviews Interviewers need to be trained on the Interview pro-
tocol, and case folder reviewers need to be trained on actual case material to in .
crease reliability and agree on a format for any qualitative data rattording

The specific instruments need to be distributed according to the sampling
plan, and a system for following up return of completed Instruments should be
established. An important point In collecting Information is to obtain the max-
imum rate of return for each instrument. Issues of access and confidentiality of
data need to be addressed.

Although the recommended approach is primarily quantitative, a good deal
of anecdotal information, planned and incidental, is usually collected during the
process. In some cases this information is quite useful, but in other cases it is
unrelated to the purpose for evaluation. The person(s) in charge of such data
have three responsibilities: logging the data according to some logical schema;
and, presenting periodic updates on the information to the evaluation committee
to see if areas for additional systematic data collection are warranted.

The final steps in collecting the data are also important. Nonrespondents
should again be asked to provide the information to increase rates of return, All
files and materials must be returned to their exact place of origin. People who
conducted interviews, reviewed cases, etc. should be promptly "debriefed" so that
their impressions can be obtained on common themes, inddental findings, and
any identified limitations regarding the data that wss collected.

Analyzing the Data. The data analysis techniques to be employed vary
from evaluation to evaluation, but some common points can be put forth as sug-
gested practice. In general, however, descriptive statistics should comprise the bulk
of the analysis. Terms such as "percentage satisfactory' are especially useful to
the reader of the report. The "percent" is one of the most widely understood
concepts.

If the purpose of the evaluation was to statistically compare groups, and
the instrumentation and sampling were designed in a manner to support such
analysis, the proper difference test would be performed at this stage. In general,
such traditional quantitative analysis is not helpful to the evaluation. The excep-
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lions are usually larger poky storlies. where gcnoralisetion of principles across
If.As or wings is part of tho evaluation purpose Undue emphasis on statistics
is usually somewhat harmful ka program improvement studios, beeauso ih focus
too easdy beconik the detail of the numbers IfilitIttr than how to improve tho pro-
grem. The debate about practical significance vs. statistical significance applies
in this 4thiation. For example, increasing the 41fliplO s AffOcts stetistical Analyses

in a manner which may not translate to an increase In practical significance,
Computers have been increasingly helpful in taking the burden out of data

analysis. The common mainframe statistical packages such as Statistical Analysis
System (SAS) and Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) Provide quick
and dependable descriptive and inferential statistics. Evaluation using tho retain
mended approach has been conducted using a mIcrocomputer for all data analysis.
It is suggested that a smell sample of computations be conducted by hand, to
ifft4tHe that the computer is doing the intended calculations,

Interpreting the Data. The committee as A whole should be involved
in data interpretation, Discussion of the results at this stage yields a list of major
findings, When important evaluation questions remain unresolved due to COW
Mang data, additional information should be collected is deemed necessary by
the committee, The overall focus of data interpetation should be the process and
product findings as they pertain to the purpose of the evaluation,

Writing and Presenting the Evaluation Report. Writing the report
is an extention of the interpretation activity described above. The focus of the
committee at this stage turns from identifying the findings to developing recom-
mendations and plans for action.

The reader of the report should be provided an overview of the logical flow
of evaluation processes from the first phase of the evaluation (defining the LEA
context) through the development of recommendations and management plan,
Clarity of purpose and understanding the perspectives of the audiences are im-
portant guidelines in wilting. Graphic displays, executive summaries, and a full
final report are the essential products.

An important part of the final report is the management plan. Traditionally,
evaluation reports have concluded with a recommendations section. It is suggested
that this be taken a step further, with a plan to implement the recommendations.
A limited number of important findings should be developed into plans with prac-
tical approaches, timelines, persons responsible, and resouces needed. A well-
stated management plan can assist in securing resources and making politically
difficult changes.

Applying the Management Plan. Even though the most pervasive
debate in evaluation cr. ncerns methodology, the biggest failure of evaluation has
been administrative follow up for program improvement. Recent examples,
however, have demonstrated success in applying program evaluation.

A well-written management plan can serve as a roadmap for the special
education administrator. Placing an emphasis on the major points in department
meetings, inservice, and written communications can assist making positive
changes. The stakeholder group representatives (e.g., principals and parents) who
were involved in the evaluation can help considerably in this stage.

Conducting Follow-Up Evaluation. This stage of the recommended
approach is part of the application of the management plan, but goes a step beyond
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in that it i the beginning of the nod cycle. There are several advantages to using
some of the same evaluation questions land instrument items) in repealed 00404,

lions. For sonw of the basic program espectations such as student skill acquisi-
tion, LFA baseline data have Wen eitahhohed. The succeia of the pont* in the

management plan can be determined, with new apploaches andtor adonal
resources allocawd to those NOM that continuo K. need anentron. The hoiden
of instrument devefripment itself is also reduced.

The locus of each successive progtam evaluation shouki kw evolutionary,

keeping in)portant program goals and stakehokhe coriCerns from past evaluations,

dropping IWO no longer important, end adding now plogtam priorities. Re!

ween evaluations, the LEA should devote evenly to the follow up of mane< I-
ntern; plans. Thus, program evaluaam is a dynamic and integral part of special

education administration,

Other Consideration.
The following important points deserve the special etiu anon 0E11111111MM .1

attention when planning for program evaluation

Validity Issues
In wneral, the source of validity for each evaluation question sterns from the

fact that multiple sources of information are employed to address the question.

This definition of validity is sometimes difficult to understand by persons who

have a background in traditional tests and measuremrmts, Such personshave been

trained that extensive validity and reliability statistical measures must be obtained

on all Instrumentation before use This is not applicable for evaluation irntruments
that have been individually designed for application in a specific context. Rather

than attempt a series of statistical measures, a far MOM meaningful approach to

validity is achieved by comparing information from multiple sources within the

evaluation. For example if the student records checklist agreeswith teacher surveys

and parent interviews regarding mathematics achievement by elementary students

served in the resource rooms, a high degree of confidence can be placed in the

findings.

Reducing Burden on Staff and Intrusion on
Programs
Too often, an otherwise sound activity is not worth pursing because of staff

burden and intrusion on operating programs. Evaluation can definitely fall into this
trap. The evaluator and the evaluation committee have a great deal of work to
do, and that work must be done with a high degree of rigor. The respondents such

as teachers, administrators, parents, and related services staff in many LEAs have
been deluged with surveys and meetings for a host of projects over !recent years.
To the extent that past experiences with such interruptbns have taken*cc indi-
ference or even resentment on the part of the respondent may occur. Thus, evalua-

tion activities have the burden of ptoof regarding their value.

The first steps in conducting evaluation are extremely important. lt is assum-
ed that outside assistance in design and instrumentation will be obtained. If possi-
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lak eveluation NNW familiar wePt. special . mei Ow f.iiilected model
ihoulo be consoheil rotherding oichnicel aspects. flecoose of Ow sidwieriael Om.
commimwm minims) for th insi iw ipec411 iniucanom eiimetioiresor should
Plan to wt moitgo Viltiumohili4t Owe went* A *Oda 11414i44%iltt of OttIO 14.
cadi0 of MO and swoon coltipriSing toki41...**41 committee shook' Lw
orK toed

evehretion wIthiso the help of porpenici nuiteriali * lot mom burden-
sow than with Ow use of prepertiii mata s ontracono with sn eswinoi
eveluetor Otte reoson for the pilce test of instrunwins to SO 4tHeriftitio OW length
of time for rinipondents and to consider this factor whim orsising losounierdation.
It * far WO* la MAP huniettsome inienonents than good. (leen inutumeints which
quickly obtein the necessary information Piet of the won thou to riteny
restiondents mere 4041V4V4 4 psi *potence with 5kifWV4 that apgwared to ise poorly
designed hru dreks. The opecial edocation ailmtotit000r should reflect oft hi* of
lwr attitude end expenences tegarding %MVO (and requests for infonnetion and
interviews) during Ow Munimine developmem end samphog Ow stages of the
POO-

Evaluation Coats.
Closely related to burden. the *sue of c044 ts VIM, much a factor in selecting

4 *Oak 4414164404 IMMO- In the caw of outside evolUittOrs, OW COO WNW
becomes the deing factor for tome LEM Serevahrimon can be 4cooduciiiii for
considerably lees, akhough equivelent costs are ~MAN paid *lid of hide by
the special education adminisustor and stet

When program evaluation first became standard precut.* w ral pro=
grams. a common standard wet to set aside five percent of grant for pri:
gram evaluation purpoters, That standard does not apply to ongon educa .
lion progroms because such prowarns do not depend on positive mufti
for their annual continuation, The aggregate cosi of a five percent ..01 would
be staggering. Although spectol education program evaluation is ors cri.
ducted partly for towns of accountability, it is flIC4* often principally used as a
manogement tool by the spedal education administrator, Using this meson as the
focus. cost effective evaluation can be defined as evaluation that improves the pro-
gram. in a quebty sews more than the expenditure of the same funds would hove
produced through direct service. For example. would a $12.000 program evalua-
tion every three years Improve the program more than $4.000 woith d additional
staff for each of those three years? (For clanty, this example ignores interest and
inflation ) This general rule Is useful in measuring the Motive cost,effectiveness of
any evaluation.

Frequency a Evaluation
There is an obvious connection between the above two sections &atm with

burden and cost, and the issue of frequency of evaluation. For these reasons. many
LE.As decide on comprehensive evaluation on a three- to five-year cycle. During
the years between evaluations. these LE& devote administrative attention to facet-
ing though with the program improvements specified in their evaluation moot*

18 management plan.
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Some LEAs choose to evaluate only a portion of their program each year.
This approach in effect addresses a cluster of units of analysis and provides relatively
easier differentiation of approaches and evaluation questions among prow= com-
ponents To return to the assumption that some evaluation is better than no evalua-
tioa, evaluation nf program components may be the best dedsion for some LEAs.

Enso ling Evaluation Use and Fallow-up
It cannot be empon,sized strongly enough that evaluation should not be con-

ducted if the report will merely sit on the shelf. If the program evaluation produces

a management repoct section with specific responsibilities for various staff members
and reasonable dates by which certain actions must be taken, the use of the evalua-
tion is far rrixe certain.

A sense of ownership of the evaluation report by staff, parents, and other
stakeholders is a contributing factor to evaluation use. If the special education ad-
ministrator dominates the evaluation at the early stages, broad-based ownership
is not likely to occur. It is suggested that the administrator foster a healthy diversity
of opinion within the evaluation committee, and yield in deference to persons closer
to some of the issues during the committee's work.

A Partnership with Parents and Staff
A natual continuation of the discussion of ownership is the development of

a common purpose among the stakeholders in a program. As an anecdotal exam-
pale, the parents in one LEA were very much included in the management plan
as a follow-up to the program evaluation. Some of the management plan actions
dealt with funding speakers for the local parent group. Other actions of particular
interest to parents received prompt attention by the school superintendent. From
a long-term perspective, an improved partnership between parents and the school
is probably even more important than the specific management plan actions.

Special education has made great advances in structuring parent-school part-
nerships within various school activities. It is natural that such partnerships will be
built into the program evaluation process as well. Special edurAtion administrators
know well that this partnership is more than an end in itself. It is a cornerstone
of the legitimate political process of program improvement.

Evaluation Stan& xis
Accepted standards, such as those put forth by The Joint Committee on Stan-

dards for Educational Evaluation (1981) should be followed in the implementation
of the evaluation. These standards can be viewed to ensure that the evaluation

is u ii, feasible, proper, and accurate.

Summary
Special education program evaluation is conducted for the purposes of pro-

gram improvement, policy analysis, accountability, and public relations. Good pro-
gram evaluation addresses the program's context, the expectations of people with
a stake in the program, the program's processes, and products or outcomes of the

program.
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A practical approach to evaluation can be based on quantitative methodology
and structured around the phases of the evaluation process. Specific design elements
and Instrumentation should be based on contextual Issues, the purpose of the evalua-
tion, and stakeholder expectations of the program. Special education administrators
can determine the relative cost-effectiveness of conducting evaluation, comparing
the advantages of various levels of outside assistance. When an efficient process
is employed, evaluation becomes an integral part of administration.

Successful evaluation requires Involvement and ownership in the evaluation
process by parents and staff. This invoivement begins with structuring the evalua-
tion, and follows through to implementing the management plan.
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Section
Three: Qualitative

Responsive
Approaches to
Evaluating Special
Education Program
Quality
by Edith E. Beatty
Northeast Regional Resource
Center
Burlington, Vermont

The second paper is written on the
qualitaiive approach. This approach uses

natualistic inquiry to discover the values and expectations held by relevant au-
diences. The methods used in a qualitative approach evolve throughout the
process of evaluation. The framework which structures this approach that con-
siders human and political factors are important. Some comments from ad-
ministrators throughout the country about the qualitative approach are:

We were looking for an evaluation process that allowed us to cap-
ture the uniqueness of our community and the people in it. The
qualitative method of evaluation provided everyone directors,
teachers, and parents with an easy way of conceptualizing our
program.

This method was selected because it could cover the whole spec-
trum of services for handicapped students.

The process is ongoing and involves the total staff and community
in evaluation.

It was worth it to us to take more time and use this approach since
it was a valuable catalyst for participation in our district.

Introduction
The story goes that three umpires disagreed about the task of calling balls and
strikes. The first one said, "I calls them as they is!' The second one said, "1 calls
them as 1 sees them!' The third and most clever umpire said, "They ain't nothin'till
1 calls them" (Simons, 1976; p. 29, in Weick, 1979; p. 1). The umpire who
correctly asserts "They ain't nothin'till 1 calls them" rather neatly fingers a key
element in (evaluating): the important role that people play in creafing the en-
vironments that impose on them. (Evaluations), despite their apparent preoc-
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cupation with facts, numbers, objectivity, concreteness, and accountability, are
in fact saturated with subjectivity, &erection, guesses, making do, invention,
and arbitrariness , lust like the rest of us. Much of what troubles (evaluations)

is of their own making (Week, 1979; 11 5).

A local advisory committee for special education deddes to make program
evaluation the number one priority for the coming school year. Never was a ded-
sion more easily reached. No one could remember a time when such an important
agenda item breezed by so comfortably and smoothly. Consensus? Everyone in
agreement? Probably not. Let's look at what the committee members were
celebrating in thek minds on their way home that night.

This will fit in beautifully with our "Excellence in Schools" effort for
next year.

Our staff will learn some good evaluation skills; this will fR right into
our Comprehensive System of Personnel. Development (CSPD).

We need some impact data for our school boards and legislators,
preferably related to cost-effectiveness; some Justification for allthe
money expended and appropriated.

This provides a forum to showcase our schools; let everyone see that
ours are the best in the state.

Finally, a chance to collect some hard data as to which teachers are
really teaching our kids.

Let's see if we've really done what we said we were going to do.

This activity will bring this committee closer together.

This will improve the spedal education programs in the district.

The timeliness of this activity is perfect! My daughter is graduating
soon and the high school still hasn't dealt with her transition. It'll show
them that secondary programs have to think beyond graduation.

This evaluation will show the effectiveness of our three to five year
old population initiative; we need to prove that we cannot wait any
longer to provide programs from birth to five.

This is a nice logical next step to comphance monitoring. Now we
can give the state department, and they, in turn, Washington, some
data which really show what we're doing for handicapped kids.

Great! We'll provide a pich we of all the handicapped kids underserved
or yet to be served!

These members, like members of many existing committees and task forces
at the local, intermediate, state, regional, and national levels throughout the coun-
try with similar charges, view program evaluation differently, see multiple purposes
and uses for such an effort, and assume diverse directions and approaches to take
in order to evaluate the effectiveness of special education programs. Their "celebra-
tions" might be seen as a collection of issues and concerns which are on the minds
of stakeholding audiences in or about or affected by the program (Stake, 1975)
and must not be ignored in the process of the evaluation. They may even be used
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as the "advance organizers" or guideposts for the evaluation. The chairperson of
this committee has a tough and challenging job ahead. Planning evaluations re-
quiies a great deal of negotiation. IndMduals will be tempted to quickly shop for
good models, tried and true Instruments, and reputable evaluators before considering

what they actually want from the effort and what they will do with the data they

will gather.
Good evaluation requires that the awroach fits the context. In order to achieve

such a fit, the evaluation must be contextually relevant and responsive, and driven

by the stakeholders.

A main point for the practitioner is that evaluators may encounter considerable
difficulties If their perceptions of the study being undertaken differ from those
of their clients and audiences, Typically, clients want a politically advantageous
study performed, while the evaluators want to conduct questions-oriented
studies, since these allow the evaluator to exploit the methodology In which
they were trained. Moreover, the audiences usually want values-oriented studies
that will help them determine the relative merits of competing educational goods
and services. If evaluators are ignorant of the likely conflict in purpose, the evalua-
tion is probably doomed to failure from the start . . it is imperative to remember

that go one type of study consistently is the best in evaluating education,

It is virtually Impossible to assess the true worth of any object. Such an achieve-
ment would require omniscience, infallibility, and a singularly unquestioned value

base (Stufflebearn and Webster, 1980; p. 17 and 18).

Special educators need to continue to develop and implement more fitting
approaches to evaluation efforts and recognize that there are many questions to
consider prior to selecting a model, a set of instruments, or an evaluator.

In this paper, the author will describe some responsive evaluation approaches
which go beyond the scientific r eradigm, ones that are driven by organizers other
than goals, and ones which rely more on qualitative methods titan on quantitative
ones. The issues special educators are currently facing in program evaluation, are
discussed and explored. Some newer, more fitting approaches, are presented along

with a set of questions and cues for how responsive evaluation might fit the local

context and provide for effective evaluation of special education programs.

The Local Context
What are the issues?
As program evaluation has become a nationally high priority, many agen-

cies, projects, and professional associations have made it their number one area
for program assistance. A national task force, consisting of representatives from the
Office of Special Education Programs (OSEP), OSEP supported projects, the six
Regional Resource Centers (RRCs), the National Association of State Directors of
Special Education (NASDSE), the Council of Administrators of Special Education
(CASE), and consumer groups at large, was formed to identify issues and plan
ways of using available information to address these issues concerning program

development and evaluation.
Staff from CASE and the RRC network have identified a host of issues within

the context of program evaluation. The following section discusses some of the
issues most relevant to local and intermediate units.
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Roles and Relationships. Federal, state, and local levels have historically
maintained different roles and responsibilities. The push for compliance is strong
from the top down, while cost effectiveness and the school improvement priorities
have their roots in local autonomy, Potential collaborative efforts have become
confused by differences in agency orientation.

Compliance Monitoring and Quality Evaluation. Until recently,
special education program evaluation has focused on compliance monitoring;
federal egency assumptions tell us that an excellent program is a compliant one.
At the local level educators recognize continuing responsibilities for compliance,
but feel the drive to move beyond thinking only about minimal sthndards, Special
education has been using the same technology to measure compliance and ef-
fectiveness, seeing the two along one continuum. It would do well to recognize
the differences. It is unlikely that the same evaluation approach will fit both
processes.

Regular and Special Education Partnerships. Similar considera-
tions apply to the regular and special education relationships in defining quality
and effectiveness. What is a "gt od" program? Are "effective" programs for nonhan-
dicapped students "appropriate" for handicapped students? Many local and state
agencies are attempting collaborative efforts to evaluate and improve effectiveness,
but again, are finding the need to identify the human and political factors in do-
ing so. Some communities have combined special education program evaluation
and school approval/school improvement programs; others have decidedly
separated the two.

Logistical Concerns. In organizing for such an ambitious task as pro-
gram evaluation, local developers are quick to point to some logistical issues and
concerns regarding the identification and appropriation of resources. Gathering
fiscal, human, political, and technical support for evaluation (e.g., negotiating
design decisions, training staff to do evaluation and/or identifying outside "ex-
perts", using results, paying for evaluations) is a potentially discouraging piece of
the process.

If one pays attention to the context of the program to be evaluated and the
stakeholding audiences in and around the programs, these four issues and con-
cerns can be addressed.

The Problem.
With increased attention to program quality evaluation, there is a high level

of interest in moving away from rigid and closed-ended methodologies and toward
more open and descriptive approaches. "We need more than numbers" and "Tradi-
tional evaluations have not provided us with the data we really need" are examples
of statements from administrators interested in expanding the current technology.
People seem to like the notion of qualitative approaches, but are resistant, perhaps,
because they believe that the methodology lacks structure or technology, that it
is not for the "real world" and is not the status quo, or that it is more expensive
and tends to yield "soft date' Some current models discuss audience identification
and qualitative methods, but fall short of implementing the underlying assump-
tions and embracing the design process of responsive evaluation. Somewhere along
the line in evaluation, scientific inquiry was the predominant choice and that evalua-
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Hon was to focus on how well goals and objectives were met. The methodology
additionally would need to be valid, reliable, objective, and perhaps even
generalizable. Significance of the findings would depend on percentages worth
noting, co isensus, and a singular truth in terms of what I "good" or meritorious.

The world isn't that easy to evaluate. The author's experience at the local
level with handicapped kids, their teachers, and administrators indicates that life
just "ain't like that"; human beings don't necessarily behave scientifically, predictably,
or as We have controlled them. Things simply aren't as rational as they seem and
what we need Is evaluation findings that are easily gathered, credible, and useful.

It's Imperative then to look at the very assumptions, paradigms, approaches, and
methodology most fitting to address evaluation questions.

The current practice by practice could be expanded by exploring the present
and growing state of the art In educational evaluation. In fact, given how far special
education has come with regard to program development, Ironically, professionals
are still employing evaluation methods developed in the early seventies. Educating
handicapped children In public schools Is far more sophisticated today than It was
In the early seventies; so Is educational evaluation.

The author pub together some of the current ti.;uking In educational evalua-

tion and shot., that there are paradigms within which to describe programs other
than the scientific one and there are advance organizers in addition to goals and
objectives. It's important to recognize our culture as having pluralieitic values, not con-
sensual ones, that quality is in the eyes of the beholder, and that worth must be
a partner to merit. Relevance is at least as important as rigor and one ought to
consider the tradeoffs of each prior to assuming the need for one over the other.

Qualitative Responsive Evaluation
What is it? As stated earlier, qualitative responsive evaluation meets two

criteria: it fits the context and is driven by the stakeholders'purposes and uses.
The author has resisted using a title for this approach because it is not a model,
but rather a way of thinhing about evaluation. Many existing models do flt this
criteria and an eclectic posture can be assumed as long as the fittingness of assump-
tions and criteria are in place. In describing what qualitative responsive evalua-
tion is, three themes are discussed: the frameworks which structure the approach,
values considerations in the process, and relevance or criteria for judging
evaluations.

Frameworks
There are many design issues evaluation developers need to consider in order

to achieve the right fit of approach to evaluation effort; all to often many important
considerations are left undesigned and consequently the evaluation is less likely
to respond to identified purposes and uses. There is neither time in local

evaluatorslives nor room in this paper to be theoretically detailed or complete.
However, three of what the author believes to be critical pieces in designing pro-
gram evaluation will be highlighted.

Paradigms. One of the very first steps of good design is to explore the
basic assumptions and postures individuals make about "getting at truth," or the
"paradigm" in which the evaluation will be housed. As will be seen later,
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methodologies and even to some extent, advance organiiers, can be mixed;
paradigms cannot,

Nearly All of special education evaluation has been designed and conducted
within the scientific or conventional pare Efforts to evaluate student ability,
performance, or 1EP's are usually ilorm-r4, ierenced, objectives-based, discrepancy-
based, or some combination. Pmurern compliance is usually monitored by some
form of the Discrepancy Evaluation Model (DEM) (Provo, 1971), measuring
disci-- donde% between legal mandates and program status, Many of the early and
currently operational program evaluation modals have been designed using some
variation of DEM or Siufflebeam, et al's (1971) Context, Input, Process, Product
(CIPP) model, a decisions-based approach. Evaluations within the scientific
paradigm assume a singular reality, objectivity in the evaluator-evaluatee relation.
ship, a preference for quantitative data, paper and pencil instruments, and a preor-
dinate design (Guba & Lincoln, 1981).

In search of Improved means of evaluating quality and effectiveness, it is
suggested one "try on" the assumptions and postures of the "naturalistic
paradigm" (Guba, 1978; Guba & Lincoln, 1981 and others). Within this
framework, one asiumes that there are multiple realities, that the evaluator and
respondents Interact and depend on one another, qualitative data are preferred,
the human is often the instrument, and the design is emergent and continual (Guba
and Lincoln, 1981).

Since Provus' and Stufflebeam's work in 1971, many of the major evalua-
tion models have shifted to the naturalistic paradigm and will be discussed in the
next section.

Advance Organizers. Another early consideration for the evaluator(s)
is the question of what will guide the evaluation, or how the evaluation will be
organized in advance.

Most early efforts, including DEM, were organized around goals or objec-
tives (Tyler, 1950; Stake, 1967; Popham, 1975). With the great school improve-
ment movement in the 1960's, conventional evaluation approaches were found
to be inadequate to address the evaluation needs of the many ambitious pro-
grams. Evaluation changed dramatically and the following are only examples of
the many subsequently developed approaches.

In 1963, Lee Cronbach introduced decisions as a guidepost, as the CIPP
model later dil, focusing the evaluation for decisionmakers.

Michaei Scriven, in 1974, still operating within the scientific paradigm, iden-
tified effects is a new advance organizer in his Goal-Free evaluation model. He
questioned the cliPcrentiation between intended and unintended results and the
assumption that meeting only intended results would warrant success. He and
his teams of "professional evaluators" went in to study effects whether they were
intended or not against a profile of needs. Scriven also contributed the concepts
of "needs assessment" and the "formative and summative" distinction in evaluation.

Eliot Eisner was the first to break out of the scientific paradigm, beginning
the challenge to the appropriateness of science for evaluating programs concern-
ed with human behavior. Eisner's Connoisseurship model was the first to employ
the human being as the instrument using the metaphor of an art critic or an Olym-
pic judge.
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Introducing values and acknowledging pluralism In our society was a signifi,
cant step outside of the scientific paradigm, Robert Stake, who had earlier authored
a popular 00)ectIves,bAsed evaluation model developed Responsive Fvoluation.
This model Was rittiponsive to the issues and concerns of stakeholdIng audiences
or relevant publics, And Was not preordinately designed. He recognI$ed the tredeoff
of precise measurement in order to increase the usefulness of the findings to
stakeholding audiences,

Cuba (1978), and Cuba And Lincoln (1981), have pulled together a corns
prehensive and eclectic model, the Naturalistic Responsive Evaluation Model
(NRE), designed within the Natualistic paradigm, Their model stretches the moon,
siveness of Stake's design to respond to human and political factors, qualitative
or quantitative methods depending on the identified issues, concerns, and rem-
ting needs of the relevant audiences,

The adversarial process similar to that used In an administrative hearing in
the law is the design of the Judicial Model developed by Robert Wolf in 1974
and Is another example of an issues-organized model within the naturalistic
paradigm.

The Illumination Model proposed by Far lett and Hamilton in 1977 Is similar
to the responsive model and is designed to illuminate the problems and issues
and focus on information gathering rather than decision making.

Guba (1978), Guba and Lincoln (1981), and Stufflebeam and Webster
(1980) provide a wealth of information on the various models and their descrip-
tors as well as references for the writings of the models'authors. These brief descrip-
tions have been included to provide the reader with an overview of the continued
development and trends in educational evaluation.

Methodology. Once the assumptions, posture and advance organizers
are designed, other remaining framework considerations are more easily selected
and organized. Being responsive to issues and concerns of stakeholders within
the naturalistic paradigm means that some combination of quantitative data
(demonstrated by numbers) and qualitative data (portrayed in words) will be
gathered depending on audiences'reporting needs, with the likelihood of the
evaluation being primarily qualitative. Evaluating ''quality" or "effect' zr1" of
special education programs seems an appropriate arena for employing methods
such as interviewing and observation to yield case studies, quality indicator vignet-
tes, portrayals, and other thick descriptions.

Evaluators of network television are no longer relying on "Frld counts" or
numbers of viewers to determine the success and future of television shows; they
are using qualitative evaluation of viewers'responses to programming with suc-
cess and now would not return to relying only on the quantitative. Through inter-
viewing, they are finding out not only how many people are watchi .g what, but
also who's watching, why, and when. Advertisers used to assume that "if they watch
it, they like it." Now, through interviewing viewers, they know more about how
people use television and how they feel about the shows they watch (Roberts,
1984).

There is an analogy to be drawn. The author is choosing to expand assump-
tions that if child counts are proportionate, Wds are in programs and achieving
and progressing measurably, then there are quality programs. Those criteria are
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not usually what make or break a program. Individuals' pereeptkm4 of how well
the program is working, how the teechers are leeching, and how the kids feel
about being in those programs aro only examples of the qualitanve delis needed
to describe and judge program effectiveness

Values
Qualitative Responsive Eveluation falls within the naturalisitic paradigm

Therefore, in *getting at truth" special education evaluators resist the temptation
to seek any ono "correct reality* thet exists if only we could uncover it Living through
any presidential election, the 1960's, a jury trial or the advisory committee meeting
described earlier in this paper, provide proof enough that the world is a pluralistic
society with multiple olues es well as multiple views of quality. Individuals need
to respond to the divergent expectations of those commissioning and using evaluai
lions across nH levels; human and political factors greatly affect the success or failure
of attempts to evaluate program effectiveness.

At the local level, as at the state and federal agencies, there are several au-
diences which carry with them countless issues and concerns which they want pro-
gram evaluation to address, only some of which are compatible, Nowhere does
it seem more obvious than in the context of special education. It used to be that
decision-making boards were comprised of those who *knew best* The concept
of who knows best has become quite broader. What is given up is the pursuit of
what is best for all kids; there ars now advising and governing boards collaboratively
designed to invite multiplicity and even interference to meet the needs of handicap-
ped kids who have a host of audiences affected by the programs which serve them,
Homogenizing the data is not a helpful pursuit and often responds to no one's needs.
Responding to the issues, concerns, claims, and values of identified stakeholders,
even ones not of the same persuasion, predicts greater utility for the evaluation
results.

Stakeholders. Beginning the implementation of the evaluation design
by identifying those Ind' icluals who have a stake in the evaluation outcomes and
garnering what their expectations of the purposes and uses are is simply good
practice. Using issues and concerns as advance organizers rather than intended
program goals or objectives is also good practice, since goals are likely to have been
te. ;fined by a singular audience and may or may not be adequate or ambitious.

Addr- ig stakeholders at the onset is to be responsive to some of the
previously Identified issues in the context of local procsram evaluation. If state and
local agencies recognize one another as having a stake in the other's efforts, then
developers can work co3aboratively for mutual responsiveness rather than in com-
petition for orientaaxi or conflict of responsibility. What is needed is a less perfect
model and a moie i:exiLle approach.

Similarly, issues of definir 3":mprovement" or "effectiveness* for regular and
special eduostor,. 'vino evaluation precti ...ts to measuring compliance and
describing or jud 4thq c 1,-,!ity tan Ov sddres!---1 by delineating the issues and con-
cerns cr stakeho, re iponding to them throughout the design.

Merit and r.rth. The N 7roach to evaluating presented thus far is one
of describing or judging, ratk han measuring or assessing. Evaluation, or the
process of valuing, Len be 1: ,Aed at on two planes. We can describe an entity,
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or in this OK a specIAI education program, in IWO 104.V4; ihix &WWII can ha
made by looking al merit and value (Scriven, 197$) or *merit and worth* (644
& Incoln, 1981, pp. 39,52). Merit is the intlinsic valtA0 a program has on its own,
free of contextual considerations or applicaton; worth is the utility something has
within a context or applied to 4 t44",,c,:;.: Imkillyko. The concept of Merit and worth
is helpful in our OW 11,.; ot, notion of replicabthty; and the
compliance and te,400%,: re.4t),0,i4ip

Local control, or aolononly. is critical to communities, Social mores and
values differ not only from state to *tato, but also from city to town, and househokl
to household. Thus, a meranoc).1. i.*; (! Palo Alto's ochools may not be worth
replicating in South Paris, MAIM:4

Th. author was challenged on making such a statement at a national meeting
by the question, "Do you meant to say, what's good for handicapped children in
California is not good for handicapped children in Maine?' `Exactly, she thought,
feeling that she had mada her point chliar. Har colleague continued with his argu-
ment to say that that's not using what we know. "That's like penicillin:` he said, im,
plying that she was asserting that each state or local agency should wait to discover
their own defense against bacteria. No," she said, *penicillin is like monitoring (or
merit); vitamins, applis, or vagatarian diets deciding what proactive and ilup-
plemental measures to take In addition Is what we don't want to standardise.
We want to leave it to the Judgment of worth"

Beyond the standards set by law and policy, local communities hke to main-
tain control of decisions regarding the search of excellance or improvement relative
to local values and educational philosophy.

State staff from Rhode Island, the smallest state in the union, tell it all when
they say, "We can leave our office at eight o'clock in the morning, tour each district
in the ocean state, and be back for lunch. But, within our state we have rural.
urban, suburban, coastal, island, wealthy, poor, and otherwise diverse organiza-
tions." Rhode Island developers chose a self study guide which allowed for local
flexibility, and prerlict that no two sites'program evaluations will look alike. If local
control and non-generalizability exist In Rhode Island, it's fair to assume that it's
the case throughout the nation.

Standards. Special educators are pleased that the standards set forth in
the Education of the Handicapped Act were developed; unquestionably, the lives
of handicapped students are qualitatively better today than they were prior to
1975. They also share a common goal of developing newer and higher standards,
or quality indicators, for educating handicapped students in public schools.

Being overly concerned with standardization, however, may be an inap-
propriate pursuit of generalizability. Within the naturalistic paradigm, there is no
one perfect set of standards which is consensual and fitting to every context. Stan-
dards are value-laden; the ideal of determning generic standards for local special
education programs is valiant, complicated, and time-consuming. Standards are
also judgmental; qualitative judgments are made based on valucs, perceptions,
and intuitive impressions. It seems, therefore, what is needed is 1.,inimal stan-
dards, some recommended standards, and possibly some selected standards. This
would discourage aspiling to describe the peifect special education program quality
indicators or program evaluation model, or evaluation instruments to fit all contexts.
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Local *valuations don't often *glow" with ptocedunii to insutv validity and
reliability; in fact, many admittedly are of the *quick and dirty" variety. Assuming
that individuals concerned with COVIIhka$Ofj Ote COfwernod with cotwetIV evaluating,

the scientific and naturalistic descnploci of lout *pacts of trustworthiness as outbised
by Cuba (1981; p 80) we compared

Aspect ScWet& Tam Natura listk Unit
truth value internal validity credibdity

applicability sternal validity, transferability
or genet akrability

consistency rehabdity dependability

neutrahty obiectivity confirmabiley

Each aspect is regated to fit this content
Credibility - *How do we insure that the valuatson findings afe credible to

the identified audience member* particularly the won?*
Fittingness - 'How do wit judge the *worth of other evaluation strategies

or special education programs to our contind, or our to other contexts?
Depondabllity and Confidentiality 'How do wo *audit* both that we used

sound design and procedure and that we gathered data in ways that other ac-
complished evaluators would do lor

Several activitias for these procedum are detailed in the literaturo; what is
important here is that qualitativo data do not neod to be %oft' or lacking in the
standards of rigor. Trustworthiness criteria are more 'relevant' to real world evalua-
tions outside of the laboratory.
Good Evaluation. The Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation
was formed representing all of the audiences concerned with educational evalua-
tion to develop Standards for Evaluations ol Educational Ptogroms. Pioje4ts. and
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Materials, an impressive document now considered a primer for good educational
evaluatbn. "The Joirk Committee was guided by the assumption . . that sound
evaluation can promote the understanding and improvement of education, while
faulty evaluation can impair it," (Stufflebeam, et al, 1981; p. 5). Evaluations ought
to be useful, feasible, proper, and accurate according to the Joint Committee
members who spent years pledng together these guiding prindples. Demonstrating
that qualitative responsive evaluation has grown to fruition, the standards include
audience identification, evaluational interpretation, political viability, human interac-
tions, and analysis of qualitative information as examples of ctiteria by which evalua-
tions can be judged.

Implementing Qualitative
Responsive Evaluations

How do you do it?
Since qualitative responsive evaluation approaches are just beginning to find

their way into the special education arena, and since local implementers' responses
to the assumptions and postures are likely to be, "How do we do it?". The introduc-
tory vignette is revisited to portray the implementation considerations.

In moving toward fitting evaluation approaches to their local efforts, the local
advisory committee should address the following questions and cues in their
negotiations:
1. Why Evaluate?

Decide what purposes and uses are feasible to address.

. . .what they will do with all the findings?
2. What will be evaluated?

Responsible members must put boundaries on the effort.

Decide scope and limits.
3. What are the advance organizers?

Check the assumptions members are making both about evaluation
?nd about the special education programs.

Consider organizing the evaluation around the issues and concerns
of stakeholding audiences such as those listed in the introduction.

4. Who are the relevant audiences?
Identify those "who care;

Look at those who "plan; those who "use," those who "provide; those
who "benefit" from, and those who "suffer" from the programs.

5. What values do they hold?
Seek pluralistic perceptions

Invite interference and accept conflict early on; save disappointment
or disaster later.

6. By what standards should programs be judged?
Consider melt (inherent value).

Don't forget worth (contextual importance).
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7. Design and implement when?
Continually design.

Begin immediately; don't stop implementing until the program does
or until you need to furnish a report.

S. Evaluate where?
Conduct evaluation in the natural setting of the program.

. . . In the community or the "local context"
9. Evaluate how?

Respond to the expre:,sed needs of the stakeholders. (If they want
statistics give them statistics; if they request video-tapes video-
tape . . .within the resources of the evaluation)

Use as many methods as are available to be responsive and relevant
(e.g., interviews, observation, content analysis of documents and
records).

Use human instruments!
10. What to do with the findings?

Look for recurring themes.

Accept non-homogenized data. If 85% of the respondents make one
judgment, explore why 15% have a different opinion.

11. How to report and advertise results?
Revisit the issues and concerns and reporting needs of the identified
audiences.

Report feedback continually in various forms and amounts at various
times (narrative and oral vignettes, portrayals, case studies, technical
reports, executive summaries).

12. How to achkve trustworthy data?
Spot check information with stakeholders.

Use an evaluation team to "triangulate" both good procedures and
correct findings.

Summary
As local, state, and federal audiences continue their quest for better program

evaluations, requesting "more than numbers" and asking '`who cares" are two pro-
mising steps to finding more contextually fitting approaches.

Grownups love figures. When you tell them that you have made a new friend,
they never ask you any questions about essential matters. They never say to
you, "What does his voice sound like? What games does he love best? Does
he collect butterflies?' Instead they demand: "How old is he? How many brothers
has he? How much does he weigh? How much money does his father make?"
Only from these figures do they think they have learned anything about him.
If you were to say to the grown-ups: "I saw a beautiful home made of rosy
brick, with geraniums on the windows and doves on the roof; they would not
be able to get any idea of that house at all. You would have to say to them:
"I saw a house that cost $20,000" Then they would exdaim, "Oh, what a petty
house that is! (Saint Exupery, 1943).
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Section
Four: A Comparison

and Analysis
Of the Two
Approaches to
Local Special
Education Program
Evaluation
by Kenneth R. Olsen
Mid-South Regional Resource
Center
Lexington, Kentucky

The special education administrator
becomes involved iut program evaluation for a variety of reasons. The administrator

must ,ake the decision based on the best fit with his or her own orientation, the
stake holder needs, and the LEA program context. The next section is a review
of the similarities and differences in the qualitative and quantitative approaches.

Introduction
The local special education administrator has no doubt found the previous

two papers by Horvath and Beatty of considerable interest. The authors defined
their intentions early in their papers. Horvath stated that his approach was eclectic:

Thi'..; article advocates a specific approach to medal education program evaluation
for special education administrators, and specific strategies for employing the
recommended approach. The approach is essentially quantitative, combining
several of the most frequently employed design elements as they apply to special
education. A major feature of the approach is that various qualitative
methodologies can he added, to complement the basic model. These alternative
methodologies are described in the companion article within this issues paper.
(p. 6)

Beatty told the reader that her approach operated on a different set of assump-
tions than the "scientific paradigm":

In this paper, I will describe some responsive evaluation approaches which go
beyond the scientific paradigm, ones that are driven by organizers other than
goals, and ones which rely more on qualitative methods than on quantitative
ones. I'll discuss the issues we're currently facing in program evaluation, explore
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some newer, more fitting approaches, and will present a set of questions and
cues for how respomive evaluation might fR the local context and provide for
effective evaluatlon ot special education programs.

The authors have both done an excellent job of addressing their stated pur-
poses. They have clarified their perceptions of the framework in which evaluation
takes place and have put forth convincing arguments for their approaches. But the
local special education administrator reading these papers probably has additional
questions. For example, the administrator may be asking; "What are the utilities
of each of the models?" 'Are there clear choices between the two?" "Can the assump-
tions of each be violated in implementing some sort of an eclectic approach com-
bining the two?" This paper is designed to clarify the similafities and differences
between these papers and .3 draw some conclusions and implications for local
special education administrators.

Over View
Reviewer's Approach. This review is grounded in the assumption Im-

plicit in the Beatty paper and explicit in the Horvath paper that local special educa-
tion program evaluation is both necessary and feasible. The reviewer's background
and experience has focused on pragmatic evaluations and technical assistance
to state and local special education agencies. Therefore, this review attempts to
avoid ideological distinctions between the papers when the ideologies have no
practical implications. The focus is on helping the special education administrator
make more Informed decisions about program evaluation.

General Impressions. Two general Impressions immediately strike the
reader when comparing these papers. First, It is clear that the authors have ad-
dressed their task at slightly different levels. Horvath desaibes in detail his assump-
tions about evaluation realities and the steps necessary to implement his approach.
Beatty, on the other hand, spends most of her paper defining her general orien-
tation and attempting to clarify her perception of the contexts in which evalua-
tion takes place. This difference in level of detail makes It somewhat difficult to
contrast the approaches and requires that the contrasts be made in relation to
generic approaches rather than specific steps. The requirement to make generic
comparisons may be an advantage because the second impression is that the
authors struggled in vain to stay within a single methodology. Originally Horvath
had been asked to advocate "quantitative" methods and Beatty had been asked
to advocate "qualitative" methods. Thankfully, neither presented a pure method'
on the far end of this one continuum. Instead, their papers present to the reader
a rich set of alternatives along many continua. The mixture of methods described
in each paper is more realistic than a single dimensional approach. As Miles and
Huberman (1984), state: "The history of research in many fields shows shifts from
'either-of to 'both-and' formulations." Both papers represent compromises and eclectic
approaches rather than single paradigms, models or theories. We might better speak
of their papers as what Stake calls `tiersuasions" rather than 'models" (1981). Because
the terms "paradigm", "model", "theory", and perhaps even "persuasion" are so en-
cumbered with non-essential connotations, this review will use the term "approach"
to refer to the content of each paper.
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Topics for Comparison.. Ten continua have been selected along which
the two approaches may be compared. The location of each approach of how
the authors (Beatty and Horvath) would answer the following ten questions:

1. Who should make decisions about the evaluation?

2. To what extent is it important that the evaluation meet criteria for
"good" evaluations?

3. To what extent should the eve latim focus on quahtv versus
comphance?

4. Should the evaluation collect, analym, and report numbers or words?

5. Should the evaluation lead to specific Judgements or to general
enlightrnent on issues and concernq

6. Can we know in advance how the evaluation will be conducted?

7. Do "stakeholders" have to agree?

8. Who can conduct the evaluation?

9. To what extent can existing data be used?

10. Should the evaluation focus on processes or outcomes?

Figure 1
Comparisons of The Two Approaches on Ten Continua
H Approach proposed by Horvath
B Approach proposed by Beatty

1. Evaluator Driven H B Stakeholder Driven

2, Must Meet Crih .1a for
"Good" Evaluations

HB "Rigor" is not Critical

3. Emphasis on "Qurty" HB Emphasis on
Compliance

4. Uses and Rel Uses and Reports
Numbers Words

5. Focuses on Goals
and Decisions

-H Fc.cuses on Issues
and Concerns

6. Design Is Precrdinate -B Design Is Emergent

7. Stakeholder Consensus -H Stakeholder
Pluralism

Needed Incorporated

8. Conducted By Internal H? B? Uses Consultants
Staff

9. Uses Existing Data -H?B? -Gathers New Data

10. Focuses on Outcomes Focuses on
Processes
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The remainder of this paper is Intended to show how the authors might answer
the first three or four questions in similar ways, the next three or four questions
In contrasting ways and to predict how the last three questions might be answered
based on what appears to be limited information in the papers. Implications for
administrators are presented relative to each continuum

Areas of Agreement
The two approaches appear to be in agreement regarding at least three of

the continua and are not far apart on the fourth, Both approaches require active
stakeholder involvement and valid and reliable processes. They both focus on quality
rather than compliance Issues. Finally, they both use a mixture of approaches in-
cluding the use of numbers and words.

Continuum #1: Stakeholder Involvement
The "Stakeholders" in an evaluation are those whom Beatty defines as those

who:
care about the program;

plan the program;

use the program;

provide the program;

benefit from the program; and

suffer from the program.

Both authors indicate that a broad-based group of such individuals should
make decisions regarding the evaluation They both indicate that stakeholder in-
volvement is not simply a first step but is ongoing part of the evaluation process.

Implications. The administrator !Wlecting either of these approaches must
be aware that ownership has to 1.,e shared in order for the evaluation to be effec-
tive. Neither the administrator nor ara.; Individual using either of these approaches
to evaluation (the "evaluator") can irahtain control over the entire process and
expect the resultant evaluation to ix 13levant and useful for causing change. The
administrator interested in exploring ..Aeholder-based evaluations in more detail
is referred to Bryk (1983).

Continuum #2: Meeting Criteria for "Good"
Evaluations
Standards for Evaluations. Beatty devotes considerable space to the

issue of judging her evaluation approach whereas Horvath devotes only limited
space to this issue. However, both discuss the use of "multiple data sources" and
"triangulating" as ways of creating evaluations that are both feasible and credible
or valid. Cost is an obvious concern. Horvath spends two paragraphs discussing
evaluation costs (p. 34). They both reference Standards for Evaluations of Educa-
tional Programs, Projects and Materials developed by the Joint Committee on
Standards for Educational Evaluation (1981). Both call for evaluations that are
useful, feasible, proper, and accurate.

Cautions. Both authors raise questions about paying so much attention to
factors to ensure that the Standards for Evaluations are met that the intent of the
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evaluation is lost, Beatty cautioned the reader that "relevance is at least as impor,
tant as rigor", Horvath suggests that typical measurement theory would be inap,
propriately applied to unique local evaluations. Beatty says that evaluation data
must be easily gathered, credible, and useful,

Implications Regarding Trustworthiness. Thu administrator can .
not select either approach expecting that It is an "easy" way of ndthessIng pia.
gram evaluation, Both cequirk structured, systematic, and replicable procedures

in order that the resultant information is "trustworthy".
Implications Regarding Costs. Both are concerned with costs. There

are at least three types of costs that must be considered in conducting an evalua-

tion. The first is the amount contracted for or expended out of pocket to conduct
the evaluation beyond day to day administrative costs. This would Include costs
for consultants, task force meetings, questionnaire pi oduction, and mailing and
report production. Second is the amount for hidden costs such as staff time,
overhead, and nther costs that would be difficult to track in an Internal evalua-
tion. Finally, there may be a "cost" in terms of side effects. Negative side effects
could Include such tl.ings as loss of instruction time, a hostile atmosphere during
an evaluation pr.:cess, public attention to negative evaluation report, about special

education progr..ins that may result in budget reductions, etc. The three types
of costs should not always be Isolated as evaluation costs. If the evaluation is an
integral part of the management practice of the administrator, the cost cannot
be separated from the decision making process that should be a normal part of
each administrator's activities. Administrators that gather and use evaluation In-
formation for program improvement do not object to these? costs. Those who feel
that evaluations are forced upon them and that the evaluation results are not in-
tended for their benefit, will usually find evaluation ...:osts exorbitant and Mil re-
sent the evaluation process.

Continuum 03: Emphasis on Quality
"Quality" is Distinct hem "Complianc.e". Both authors agree that

their pi,proaches emphasize the evaluation of "quelity" and imply that their ap-
proaches do more than monitor for complLnce with federal and state law. Hor-
vath lament., the fact that many states have tried to extend their monitoring systems
to serve as systems for evaluating quality. He states:

A review of several of these extended monitoring systems reveals significant
problems. The focus of the evaluation tends to `.1e crsmpliance issues and the
quality of the compliance pram. This n different focus from an evaluation
that mtasures thv quality of the educational process. Extended compliance
systems generaity do not address outcomes (p. 21)

Beatty agrees. She states that "We ha% z been using the same technology to mease
compliance and effect' veness, seeing the two along one continuum. We would do
1.,,211 to recognize their differences. It is unlikely that the same evaluatd...-, approach
. fit both processee(p. 48)

Another View. Olsen has addressed this Issue in a number of papers
(1979, 1984 a,b,c) and has taken an opposing view. He proposes that "monitor-
ing is one process of evaluation and that the relates to the types of
program standard against which a program is ix: g Judged. Experienced local
special education administrators have observed six years of monitoring relative 41
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to the Education of the Handicapped Act. Local administrators who have had
no training In Program evaluation may find it difficult to define differences be-
tween monitoring and evaluation, In this author's view, what is now perceived
to be A standard of "quality" may at sometime become a compliance standard
if It is supported in research and in public opinion and Ord I becomes law or regula-
tion, Therefore, the difference relates to timing. What currently appears in federal
and state law consists of extensive procedural requirements, If the laws were revised
to Include outcome statements, then "monitoring for compliance" could be equated
with what toms people perceive to be evaluation of "quality",

Implications. The local special education administrator may be unable
to find authoritative soll[Cas outside the school district, I.e. state and federal regula-
tions, around which to design the evaluation. Instead, It will be necessary to de-
pend on the stakeh6.1ers to define "quality" when using ekher of these approaches,

Continuum #4: Numbers and Words
Initial Differences. It is on this continuum that the two authors begin

to diverge, Although both authors agree that evaluations may involve the use of
both ni.mbers and wo-ds, they have different levels of emphasis. Beatty suggests
that qt itative data ar,;: preferred. The Joint Committee on Standards for educa-
tional evaluation defines qualitative information as "Facts and claims presented
in narrative, not numerii al, form". (p. 155), Horvath cautions readers that "(the)
terms quantitative and ,4uelltative, for example, both d.scribe methods that at-
tempt to measure quality. The Joint Committee on Standards for Educational
Evaluation define quantitative information as facts and claims that are represented
by numbers". (p. 155). Horvath's methods dearly lean more toward the use of
quantitative information. For example, he refers to analyzing data using "main-
frame statistical packages" and to reporting "percents".

Not Entirely. The authors are not dogmatic regarding ther. positions. Hor-
vath cautio.1 that "undue emphasis on statistics is usually somewhat harmful for
program improvement studies, because the focus too easily becomes the detail
of the numbers rather than how to improve the program" (p. 30). He also sug-
gests that *a good deal of anecdotal information, planned and incidental, is usually
collected during the process". Horvath is not at the far end of the quantitative
- qualitative continuum. His method is a mixture of quantitative and qualitative
methodology. Likewise, Beatty suggests that a variety of methods be used, in-
cluding the gathering of quantitative data, depending on the audiences'needs.
Both authors allude to the difficulties in analyzing qualitmive data but neither
discusses this difficult task in detail.

hnplications. Neither approach may be categorized simply by making
a decision about whether it uses numbers or words. When conducting a study under
either approach one might be using a checklist, a survey form, an interview pro-
tocol or other similar methods. Both authors would say that the more important
decision relates to how the information will be used and how the evaluation is
focused. The newer qualitative methodology requires a different set of skills and
an administrator may wish to read the 7 page overview in How To Evaluate Educa-
tion Programs (January 1985) to get a sense of the process and some additional
references.
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Areas in Which They Differ
While the two approaches are very similar in terms of who makes decisions,

the extent to which the evaluation must be trustworthy and the emphasis on quali-
ty, and the approaches that differ only in terms of degree regarding the use of
quahtative and quantitative methols, thry differ greatly in three other areas. There
are the areas of focus, the extent to qhich one may know how the evaluation
will be conducted in advance and the e4tent of stakeholder consensus needed.
These differences are orientation Hues that tend to drive the whole evaluation.
Beatty (and Egon Cuba) would prot ily say that one cannot compromise on the
three issues listed below, that any corn minIse would represent hypocrisy and would
represent an approach inconsistent with their philosophy. On the other hand, Hor.
vath might be more likely to sty that one may ba et leak regarding these issues.
The approach described in his paper lalls on the far i,nd of each of the three con-
tinua but in practice his orientation is quite ecieL tic.

Continuum#5: Issues ard Concerns vs. Decisions
A Clear Difference. The (1.'et difference relates to whether or not the

administrator should can about hav1ng answers to specik questions when the
evaluation is done. Beatty's approach is analogous to "turning the light on". The
purpose is to illuminate ti issues and concerns, to define the various viewpoints,
and to describe what is curently happening relative to the issues and concerns.
She notes that one may have "minimal," "recommended:' and "selected" standards
but these standards are not the focus of her evaluation. The Horvath approach,
on the other hand, is clearly goal oriented (i.e., standard oriented). He indicates
that the stakeholders should define the progr# i objectives and to sort these ob-
jectives into process objectives, product objec - d objectives that deal with
both process and product. The Horvath appro is to developing a specific
management plan and to a follow-up value& ty approach leads to
"revisit(ing) the Issues and concerns and teporting s identified audiences?'

Implications. The administrator ',as to work with the stakeholders to
define the purpose of the evaluation. If th re are clear standards against which
the stakeholders would like the school distrk special education program judged
and the standards have been articulated in goal objectives and/cr tasks, the Hor-
vath approach may be a more direct method c. comparing the district to these
standards. If on the other hand. thi administrator ' the stakeholder group have
some nagging concerns and Wad.% bt.t are i;c.' ,r Ain what the problems might
be, the Beatty approach may be more appropriate. There are consideratinns related
to the other two main differences between the approaches that may htive even
greater implications for the administrator's choices.

Continuum #6: Knowing Design in Advance
Pre-ordinate Design. The authors differ In how they would answer the

question "Can we know, in advance how the evaluation will be conducted?" 'n
the Horvath approach, developing the design and instrumentation is an exten-
sive step early in the evaluation process. He states that the first order of work
"consists of determining how each evaluation question should be answered". He
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calls for determining proper evaluation approaches for each objective, develop-
ing specific Instrumentation and assignments, developing design mechanics and
analysis procedures and conductine pilot tests and quality control measures prior
to collecting any information,

Emergent Design. Beatty's approach is to have the design emerge from
the data collection process, Design is continual and builds upon itself, Each finding
drives the next data collection procedures, In her model the evaluator goes
back to the stakeholders with information and requests direction for the next slop
of "turning the light on", She calls this a "responsive" eveluation, There is a hint
of responsive evaluation in the approach proposed by Horvath, His fifth step (p,
16) involves collecting additional information if Important evaluation questions
remain unresolved due to collecting conflicting data. Ho Weyer, 90% of what will
occur under his approach is clear after the first two stages of his evaluation pro-
cess. Beatty't approach is more incremental At any point in time, one might know
only 20 or 30% of what might occur in the future using the emergent design
approach proposed by Beatty.

Implications. The Inferences of '1ils continuum have implications for the
special education program administrator related to funding and looking at
unintended effects. The preordinate design proposed by Horvath is mot,' clearly
circumscribed and easier to communicate to funding agencies and school boards.
It is fairly simple to prepare an evaluation contract that specifies how much infor-
mation will be collected, on how large a sample, and how a report will be prepared.
The contract can specify the goals that will be evaluated and the total cost. The
Lnding agency and the administrator can control the extent to which the evalua-
tion is allowed to deviate from the design. An emergent design is not so easily
circumscribed. When one adopts the phlosophy thet one cannot know in advance
what he/she should be specifically looking for, the evaluation requires extensive
trust of those involved in the evaluation. One can exert only limited power and
control in such circumstances. The risk of looking at sensitive areas and/or going
beyond the concerns of the majority are much greater under the Beatty approach
than the Horvath approach. The benefits of using an emergent design would be
the ability, by definition, to look at "unintended consequences:1"We effects," and
other processes and outcomes of a special ech-cation program that may or may
not be related to the goal structure of that program.

Continuum .7: Need for Consensus
The third area where the two approaches clearly differ Ls in the extent to which

the stakeholders have to agree regarding the purpose and procedures for the evalua-
tion. This difference relates to focusing on goals and decisions vs. Issues and con-
cerns (Continuum #5), and the Issue on stakehmder involvement (Continuum #1).
Although both approaches have extensive stakeholder involvement, Horvath Ir.-
dicates that they must agree on the direction the evaluation is taking whereas Beatty
indicates that agreement is not only unnecessary, it is artificial and leads to arbitrary
results.

The Consensual Approach. Horvath suggests working with the
stakeholders in a subcommittee format to come to consensus on the goals of
education and the critical aspects that need to be evaluated. His approach in-
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volves a working subcommittee that reports to the total committee. Critical to his
approach is 1.41 common purpose among the stakeholders in 4 prowl" 3$),

The Pluralistic Approach. The Realty approach begins with the
assumption that there are multiple realities and that minority opinions have equal
value to the majority opinion, There is no need to come to consensus. She states
what Is given up is the pursuit of what is best for all kids; there are now edvising
and governing boards collaboratively designed to invite multiplicity and even in-
terference to meet the needs of handicapped (students)", She states that individuals
need to respond to the divergent expectations of those commissioning and using
evaluations across all levels' (p, 30), In her approach, the evaluation must be do,
signed to explore why the minority differs and whether or not their perception of
rya* might add light to the issues or concerns of both the majority and minority.

Implications. The local special education administrator must answer the
questions regarding the degree of consensus needed carefully. The implications
of using the Beatty approach are that there Is no "correct answer". Early in the
evaluation process the stakeholders can be surveyed regarding whether or not
they agree on the purpose, approach, and use of results from the evaluation, If
there is consensus, the use of the Horvath approach may be most appropriate.
If there is disagreement, the administrator and the stakeholder group will be forced
to decide whether they feel they must use a democratic process that results in
consensus or whether the pluralism inherent In any group will be accepted and
the evaluation will respond to everyone's needs.

Continua About Which There is Insufficient
Information in the Papers

The positions of the two authors on the seven continua described thus far
in this review have been fairly clear. Mere are three other continua along which
the approaches may vary but the papers did not contain sufficiently extensive or
parallel information to make comparisons and contrasts. These three issues are
perhaps not as important as the previous sewn but represent decisions that must
be made by the local special education administrator.

Continuum #8: Internal vs. External Evaluators
Issue Insufficiently Addressed. Neither of the authors devoted much

space to the issue of using internal or external evaluators. Horvath notes that "most
special education admhistrators do not have the time to manage a program evalua-
tion unless prepared materials/methods and consultive support are provided" (p.
12), suggesting that consultants may be necessary in the initial stages of an evalua-
tion but that the management of a program evaluation may be possible by the
special education administrator him or herself. Beatty raises a large number of
"who", "what', "where", and "why" questions on pages 33 and 34 of her paper
and suggests throughout that the appropriate instrument for evaluation is a human
intervener. However, her paper never specifies who that individual might be.

A Question of Trust and Training. It is this reviewer's experience that
evaluations conducted by internal staff involving only qualitative data are con-
sidered suspect by audiences that prior to the evaluation had expressed concerns
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regarding plogfatii OPWalions. Thus, if the special edecaliOn 4taiWivivA
fAltilhiVAIM and stiperviWis or teachers conducted lotirrVieWl with parents to on,
rain perceptions reearding procatitet and results, the school Went and/or perent
group, may question the resuhs On the other hand, if there is a ilitj't1 level rd
trust between the stekeholders and the administiator and 1.4;ot opecial education
staff have the reiornees Anti skills to conduct a quelitative aveluation, soch on
evaluation can meet stakeholder needs Tha istiu. also relates to the client to
which the local special education edministutor must be &tined in Wiliam IMAM,
non practices Horvath ouggests that it is not reetonable to aspect lull nine ad,
ministrators to haw detailed knowledge of the evaluation prof aition but woofs%
that thay will need some sort of training to team overall concepts and become
intelligont consumers of evaluation services.

Implications. Comm Kant est istanct mey be needed regardless of the sp .
proach oirkted. Under the Horvath approach, the stale CASE orgareiation may
with to meet and come to consensus on a core set of goal. and onoctivitt for
spocial odocation programs. CASE could then requett that the state provide con.
sultant assistance to devolop some genetic evaluation materials relative to those
goals and ob)ecnves. Local special education odministtators could then adapt such
a system with minimal consultant assistance rt. 404.01 to local issues, In tht Boatty
approach, consultant amistance is needed 0ughout, especially if ctedibility
in question. Responsive and qualitative evaluations of th. type mooted by Stony
Are nOt replicable across school distticts and therefore external suppori Is needed
in each case. The Illinois Slats Board of Education included an excellent chapter
on "Selecting An Evaluator" in Its Handbook for Evaluation o/ Special Education
Effectiveness (1982). The administrator may wish to read that information (six
pages) which is both entertaining (e.g., tides such as 'Why do Some Evaluators
Talk Technical Gibberish?" and informative (e.g., Choosing horn Sour Styli's and
Compotoncies of Evaluators).

Continuum $09: Using Existing Data
The extent to which tho two authors would advocate the us* of existing data

rather than gathering new data is not clear. LEA. are involved in a variity of data
collection efforts including state education agency (SEA), compliance visits, ac-
creditation, and school approval processes; regional association &meditations; staff
evaluation systems; vocational oducation evaluatio And Part B evaluations In
most cases, these systems r In quantitative ornerical data and even
categorical data i.e., !ssinds. 1 !retort, this reVcw. iumes that existing data
would be slightly more useful in applying the --,roach than in Beattyk
responsive evaluation approach.

Implications. In both cases, whether the *. ...soon question is dtsign-
ed in advance or developed at emerging stages of the evaluation, the process
could and should involve reviews of available quantitative and quaktative infor-
mation prior to gathering new data. This continuum does not represent a migor
distinction betwten the approaches However, the Special Education Programs
(SEP) of the US. Department of Education has propoted that SEAs (and sup-
posedly LEAs) collect less new information and make better use of existing data
in conducting evaluations. This continuum is proposed in this paper to raise the
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awareness of local administrators that extensive information already exists and
should not be ignored in conducting program evaluations.

Continuum #10: Processes or Outcomes?
Evaluations may be designed to look at what Stake (1967) calls the "Tran-

sactions" or processes in a program, may be designed to look at outcomes or im-
pact, or may be designed to look at both. It isn't clear if the authors differ on this
continuum.

Difference in Emphasis? Horvath suggests that both process and pro-
duct (outcome) objectives should be drafted by the stakeholders and used in the
subsequent evaluation. He laments the undue emphasis on processes in corn
pliance monitoring and suggests that to conduct evaluations of quality, additional
emphasis needs to be placed on looking at outcomes. Consistent with the
philosophy in her approach, Beatty does not preordain the emphasis of the evalua-
tion but describes how the stakeholders would make such decisions. Because her
evaluation approach is not based upon standards one would not expect her to
specify her position on the continuum. Qualitative evaluations are particularly well
suited for evaluating processes (How to Evaluate Education Prograths, 1985) and
her approach places more emphasis on qualitative than quantitative data. Im-
plications for Evaluating Outcomes. There has been a general backlash to em-
phasis on the procedural requirements in federal law. The concern is that the pro-
cedures may not have any correlates to outcomes. The public and funding agen-
cies are looking for more emphasis on outcomes and effects. Either of these
methods are appropriate for looking at outcomes. Using Horvath's approach, one
would most likely produce percents of people satisfied with their program, numbers
of students graduating or achieving at certain levels, and numbers of children
receiving certain types of services. These quantitative data would be supplemented
by comments and interpretive information. Using Beatty's approach, a report would
most likely describe a few case studies explaining why or why not a particular
student or teacher was satisfied, achieving, or happy. Contrasting examples also
would be presented.

Implications for Evaluating Processes. If the evaluation is to focus
on processes, the user of the Horvath approach might be able to describe the
extent to which a school district school or teacher adhered to a particular process
defined in a manual or some other reference source. The user of the Beatty ap-
proach would more likely describe what was occuring regardless of what an authori-
ty might think should be occuring, i.e., without an external standard. Both models
could focus on either outcomes or processes. The type of information would be
similar but the orientations and presentations would be different.

Summary
The special education administrator b'momes involved in program evalua-

tion for a variety of reasons. Each administrator comes to the task with a different
orientation. Some administrators require extensive structure, organization, and ad-
vance planning before becoming involved. Others are willing to tolerate extensive
ambiguity, to "go with the flow" and are open to change and new directions. Exter-
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nal pressures may be unidirectional or conflicting. The components of the special
education program to be evaluafrd may have been in existence for a long period
of time or may just be emerging. All of these factors directly affect the choice of
an evaluation approach. The administrator must make the decision based on the
best fit with his or her own orientation, the stakeholder needs, and the LEA pro-
gram context.

Contrasts
This review has pointed out that for the most part, evaluation approaches

are eclectic and some compromises are possible. The distinctions between the two
approaches were frequently found to be ones of degree rather than being "either or".
There are three areas where compromises using the two approaches presented in
this document are unlikely. Continua 5, 6 alid 7 in this paper were described as
areas where first one cann t. focused both on standards or id
generically on issues or concerns. secondly, )ne cannot have both ate
and an emergent design. Finally, one cannot both require consensus ariu accept
pluralistic perceptions of reality.

Concksion
Beatty and Horvath have presented approaches to local program evaluation

that can assist the special education administrator in making decisions about his
or her approach. The administrator must answer the questions posed on page 39
of this paper for himself or herself. Careful consideration of these ten issues will in-
crease the likelihc od that the resultant evaluation will be "accurate, proper, useful,
and feasible". (Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation, 1981).
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Section
Five: Administrative

Implications
Prepared by: CASE Research
Committee
Eileen E. Kittelsen
Elizabeth J. Lynch
William W Swan
Eileen McCarthy
Theodore E Riggen
Leonard C. Burrello, Chairperson

The Research Committee and the two out-
side consultants brainstorrned a set of implication statements which were re-worked
into a series of questions to provide special education administrators with a
framework to guide the selection of approaches to quality program evaluation. The
implications in this section are listed below:

1. Context why, purpose, what program?

2. Philosophy beliefs assumptions

3. Use of evaluation

4. 71.ust credibility and probability of the outcome

5. Control "boundedness'

6. Evaluation questions or prot., lents

7. Power

8. Internal/external expertise

9. Time frames and work scope doabtlity

10. Evaluation of the evaluation

11. Budget

Introduction
The purpose of this section is to improve the capacity of the special educa-

tion administrator to make an informed decision regarding the most appropriate
type of program evaluation to conduct in the administrator's unique educational
setting. It 's recommended that the special education administrator consider these
key analytical questions regarding his/her agency. The answers will serve as a guide
towurd choosing either a qualitative or quantitative approach or a combination
ther id. For example, if a special education administrator is operating with a local
school board that is placing demands on him/her for data-based effectiveness out-
comes, it would likely be politically unwise to conduct a qualitative study. On the
other hand, if the district special education staff is placing demands on the special
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education administrator for increased participative management and representative
involvement in planning and dedsionmaking, the administrator may want to pur-
sue a qualitative approach. The decision must be based on a comprehensive analysis
of the needs of the district and the community. It is hoped that the following ques-
tions guide the administrator in this decision-making process.

The questions are organized under the eleven headings noted above. The
side headings provide a means to record your own response to each of the ques-
tions the Research Committee poses.

Self Study Guide
1. CONTEXT

Why is the evaluation being conducted? notc

What is the expected outcome of the evaluation?

Who are the "key stakeholder? in this evaluation? intemal external

What is the power base from which the program
head is operating? notes

Who are the key power people? Are they different
from some of the key stakeholders? notes

2. PHILOSOPHY/BELIEFS
Is there written problem beliefs and purpose of
the evaluation?

Is there a statement of beliefs for the evaluation
approach being contemplated?

Is that philosophy based on the stated philosophy
of the school district or community?

Is the evaluator's philosophy consistent with that
of the stakeholder?

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no somewhat

3. USE OF EVALUATION
Is the evaluation to be used As a planning tool? yes no somewhat

Who will use the evaluation lo further an
understanding of the present conditions of the
program? notes

Who will use the evaluation to inform others? notes

4. TRUST
Is the program head trusted by the stake holders? yes no somewhat

What factors will increase the probabi'n that the
evaluation will be perceived as valuable? notes
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Is the evaluation being conducted to confirm a
predetermined outcome or decision? yes no somewhat

5. CONTROL/"BOUNDEDNESS"
How "controlled", "bounded", or "pre-designed"
should the evaluation be? minimally very

Are standards and outcome measures for the pro-
gram already clearly stated? yes no somewhat

Are there preexisting contracts that will dictate the
evaluation design? yes no somewhat

How flexible are the stakeholders in accom-
modating changes in the evaluation plan? minimally very

Are the evaluation questions already established
by an external force such as the board, state re-
quirements, federal guidelines? yes no somewhat

6. PROBLEM STATEMENTS
Are the problem statements clearly stated? yes no somewhat

Will the answers to the evaluation questions pro-
vide the needed information? yes no somewhat

Is the system open to the program changes? yes no somewhat

7. INTERNAL/EXTERNAL EXPERTISE
Do any staff members have the expertise to con-
duct the evaluation? yes no somewhat

Is there an evaluation unit in the district that can
provide technical assistance or staff to conduct the
evaluation? yes no somewhat

If the evaluation is conducted internally, will the
results have credibility? yes no somewhat

How will the staff react to an "xternal evaluation? positively negatively

Will the evaluation be conducted by a member(s)
of the staff (internal) or by an external person(s),
or by a combination (external, internal)? internal external combo

8. TIMEFRAMES
What timeframes and constraints exist for the
evaluation?

Are the timeframes affected by budgetary
constraints?
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Does the evaluation process accommodate the
school calendar? yes no somewhat

What logical factors such as locating
stakeholders" should be considered? note

At each step of the evaluation process, have the
training needs of the internal evaluation team
ber- " yes no somewhat

I ific plan to address each training
need? yes no somewhat

9. EVALUATION OF THE EVALUATION
Is there a written plan, accepted by stakeholders,
whereby the evaluation effort will be monitored? yes no

Is there a written plan, accepted by stakeholders,
by which the evaluation effort (process and out-
come) will be evaluated? yes no

In the overall plan for evaluation, are there
specific points which allow reprogramming as
necessary? yes no somewhat

Is the plan understandable and concise? yes no

Are the recommendations practical? yes no somewhat

Are recommendations indepenent or interdepen-
dent, i.e., Does one depend upon others? yes no somewhat

10. BUDGET
What are the budgetary needs? notes

What are the budgetary restraints? notes

Does the evaluation process need to be modified
in 4ht of needs/restraints? yes no somewhat
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